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INTRODUCTION 
The projected reorgan~zation and intergration of several op-
erating companies of the NevJ England Electric System, :Which is the prob-
lem studied by this thesis, is an outgrov~h of several factors. Opera-
tion of several companies as a.single unit instead of an independent 
units offers economies and betterments from the standpoint of management.., 
financing, determine.tion of physical boundaries of areas to be served 
from each operating headquarters, and the centralization of certain oper-
ations which then can be performed at reduced cost. Many or perhaps all 
of thE";se objectives could ha.ve been attained under the complex holding 
company structure that has been in existence in this system, but the re-
quirements of the Securities and Excha.nge Commission are such that 
changes are not permitted unless they are accompanied by simplification 
of the holding company structure. 
These are problems which, although not identical, are similar 
to those facing other electric and gas utilities throughout the country. 
It is ·r,herefore probable that the solution offered in this paper -vnll 
have value either in whole or in part as applied to other electrj_c and 
gas utilities., 
The evolution of the electric utilities· may be divided into 
three pha.ses; 
1.,) the local generating stations supplyil"l:g a to"!rll'l or 
small area. 
2 .. ) the unification and formation of systems under the 
corporat,e structures of holding companies" 
7 
3.) the connection of brger and more efficient central 
stations by transmission lines. 
As would be expected the evolutjon and growth of the holding 
companies did not result from long range pla.rmingo Quite to the contra-
ry holdjng companies were an expedient, varied and expanded from decade 
to decade as the rapid gro~~h of the industry required. They served a 
very real and valuable purpose. "Only through the physical unification 
of fa.cilities ~vas operating efficiency possible in small towns and ru.r-
al sections... Only through corporate unific:?.tion was it possible to es-
tablish the financial standing on which to base the necessary flow of 
invested capi ta.l. 
11This is the service the Holding Company offers to half of 
J...merica .. "~~ 
It is not the purpose of tM.s paper to analyze or expla.in the 
structure of holding companies. They performed a necessary function., 
Nevertheless by the th:Lrties they had become sufficiently complex a!ld 
there had been enough instances of abuse, so that si.mplification and 
closer regulation v-mre necessary. This situation was partia.lly respon-
sible for the rules set up by the Securities and Exchange Commission to 
regula.te such corporate structures 0 The solution to the problem at hand 
must therefore remain within the boundaries of these rules. 
If the objectives of the Securities and Exchange Board tvere to 
be met by simply destroying the multiplicity of complex holding companies 
and no other changes made, we would have made a step baclnvard in the ef-
~(- 3 !J pp.. 20-21-22. 
8 
ficient and economical operation and ad.ndnistration of the electric utili-
ty business. Those barriers vJhich had been in evidence prior to the ear-
ly tvJenties, and v.rhich had been quite successfully hurdled by the holding 
companies would again impede successful fjnancing, efficient operation, 
and grot~h of'the industry. A worthy substitute therefore had to be 
found, that v-rould perform the desirable functions of the holding compan-
ies without their disadvantages. The intergration of operating compan-
ies tvhich are geographically so located that they may be combined into a 
single, large company appeared to be a good solution to this problemo It 
offers.the opportunity to solve financing problems inherent in small cor-
pora.t~.ons; it offers opportunity for more efficient management through 
specialization and staff organization; it offers opportunities for oper-
ating efficiencies through further development of the lBrge central sta-
tion and transmission lines; it permits the discontinuance of certain 
duplicate functions, such as financial reports and reports to regulatory 
bodies 1'll'hich are required· of separate corpore.tions; arid it permits the 
reassignment of areas, formerly limited by corpor8te boundaries, to those 
headquarters from 1;.rhich they can be most efficiently and inexpensively 
operated. 
Certain restrictions imposed by the federal regulatory bodies 
and having to do "t.Yit.h the combination of companies possessing gas and e-
lectric facilities, but not mentioned above, have a direct bearing upon 
this problem., The regulatory bodies recognize that it is in the best in-
terest of the public to retain the natural competition between electricity 
and gas as fuel. It is therefore felt that the cor>lmon ownership of gets 
and electric companies operating in the same area should be discouraged .. 
9 
vJith this ultimate objective in vievJ these bodies frmm. upon any proposed 
consolidption of a combined gas and clectric company 1d th another combi-
ne.tion company or a straight electric company, until such time as these 
combination companies have divested themselves of their gas holdings. It 
is therefore necessary, as a part of this problem, to separate the gas 
fa.cilities and personnel, setting them up into workable corporations dis-
tinct from the electric companies .. 
10 
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CHAPTER I 
DISCUSSION OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ELECTRIC UTILTIY BUSINESS 
I. Type· of Industry and Comparison with Other Industries .. 
In order to understand the values, needs, and difficulties of 
consolidation in the electric utility business, it is necessary to com-
ment on the fundamental characteristics of this business, and point out 
"Wherein it differs from most other industries.. The amount of investment 
per dollar of gross revenue is far greater in the electric utility in-
dustry than it is in most all other industries. This is revealed by the 
variances shown in the following table. 
Ratio of Net Sales to Tangible Net Worth* 
Industry 
Bakers 4.18 
Cont,ractors, Bldg .. & Const.. 7 .. 37 
Contractors, Electrical 5.00 
Foundries 3 .!~8 
Furniture 2.81 
Industrial Machinery 2.54 
Meat Packers 9 .. 62 
Petroleum Refiners 1®54 
Electrical Parts & Supplies 4.97 
Groceries 6 .. 59 
Worcester County Electric Co. Oe36 
* 6, P• 44-46 
1, i>· 2s-29 
10, supplementary sheets D-F 
12 
It is i.1Tl'1'!edia.tely obvious that this characteristic t"muld re-
qu.ire that the burden of raising ne1-.r capital to finance expa.nsion li•Tould 
be much gre£1ter in the electric utility business than in a fotn1dry busi-
ness, for :LnBt~mce, To illust:rHte th:i.s point, let us assume that a founcl-
r;:;r b~s ahout one :m:Ulion dollars "t-.rorth of invested capital a.ncJ three .8nd e 
hc>.lf mill:i.on i_i'l [;ross revenuee If the size of this opervtion "t-rere to dou-
ble :!.n ten yeR.rs, a. nd the same 3 o )0 rR:U o of gross revenue to capi tHJ in-
vest:cn.ent lii'l"'re to reme.in, then it r.·.rm~lC'. requirA a.n additional one million 
ci.olJ..ars of investment to accomplish this expenston of the business. This 
should not be a difficult problen~ in fin,gnc:i.ng, if the business has shOi.'ll'l 
th.:=.-1: it. j_s reac:onably healthy so that such expansion is iilarranted, 
In contrast to this situation let us consider an ele:ctr:i.c u.tili-
ty bu.s·lness, a.]so 1oJ:ith ar.1 invested capital of one million dollars per year .. 
Since the ty~ical rate of turnover in such a business is once in three 
years, it ha.s on.1y three hundred sixty thousancl dollars of yeaxly gross :t"ev-
enue. Thus on the sam€ amount of cc:>:;:ital as a foundry, the electric utility 
receiYes only one-tenth the gross revenue. If it T~ere also necessary for 
the electric utility to double its size in ten years, it v-mu.lc" be necessary 
to r:;:d.fle one rnn.lion dollars •:1orth of additional capital, but this ·vrould be 
quite e>. rnejo:~ t;.nrl.ertaking in Cl heavy industry li>Those ratio of net sales to 
net v-mrth is oP~Y .36 a.s compared to the foundry vihose ra.tio is 3 .. )0$ !n 
v~_Hr of this inherent characteristic of electric utilj:t.y companies, the 
p:roblem of fi:n:::r:.cing and raising neu capital must ahTays be in the forefront 
ir.. <?ny proposal vJhich involves expansion or consolidation .. 
Some of the effects of this h:tt;h ratio of invested capital to 
gross revenue may be sh01m by the follovJ:i.ng example. Tr·Te 1rill take for 
13 
~omparison ?urpose a business which has gross revenue of $100$000. and. 
~~2.5,000 .. of invested capital.. Assuming all of this. invested capital is 
subject to local taxes, then such a business would pay local taxes of 
~il,OOO. per year, if the tax rate were $1~0., per thousand and if it we:t"e 
assessed for its full capitalized value.. Such a payment of local taxes 
represents one percent of this .firm1s gross income. Hence one cent of 
each sales dollar must be set aside .for these taxes. If the tax rate 
were to increase from forty dollars a thousand to fifty dollars a thou-
sand, the tax burden will have increased from one percent to one ~d a 
quarter percent of gross income .. 
An electric utility business on the other hand vdth a gross in-
come of one hundred thousand dollars would need an investment in plant of 
. . 
about three hundred thousand dollars. Local taxes wouJ.d amount to twelve 
thousand dollars contrasted to the one thousand in taxes of the business 
cited above. This means twelve percent of each sales dollar must be set 
aside for local taxes. A tax increase similar to the one above would 
mean a percentage increase of three percent as compared to one of a quar-
ter of one percent for the first company .. 
This is one of the contributing factors which necessitates the 
monopolistic nature of the utility business, for duplication of plant 
facilities would increase the t~~ burden and result in higher power rates, 
smaller earnings, and poorer service. The situation vdth respect to in-
vestment costs is exactly parallel to that just outlined for taxes, and 
for these same reasons it shotud be quite eVident that the best interests 
of the public are served when such a business is a monopoly o Time and 
again it has been demonstrated that a business which is in an unhealthy 
14 
15 
.. 
condition cannot render good service. A business which is not making a 
reasonable profit cannot s~end the money to properly maintain its plant 
and equipment., 
Since privately ovmed public utilities in the United States are 
almost ahniys monopolies, it is necessary for the protection of the public 
interest that they be carefully and fully regulated by government. These 
regulatory functions are performed by three bodies., State regulation is 
imposed in Nassachusetts by the Department of ·Public Utilities vJhile fed-
eral regulation is imposed by the Federal Power Cow~ission and the Secu-
rities and Exchange Commission, These regulatory bodies are in the posi-
tion to exercise a great deal of control of the utility.. Therefore any 
proposed change ~mether it be a merger, consolidation or purchase must be 
conceived and carried out in a manner i-Jhich t,rill meet the approval of 
these regulatory bodies, v.rhose interests in these matters are motivated 
for the good of the general and investj_ng public .. 
II. Responsibility for Coverage 
During the last four decades we have seen the use of electricity 
grow fron1 a lUA~y for lighting only, until now, when electric service is 
considered a necessity. Prolonged interruption of electric service has 
ceased to be an inconvenience, and today would be a major catastrophe .. 
Employees of an electric compa.ny, therefore, must, be the type of people 
vrl1o are willing to at times make major sacrifices, when their services 
are needed., They must be V>Jilling to work long hours under the most ad-
verse conditions, and at times under circumstances which present an ap-
preciable amount of personal hazard.. They must develop a devotion to 
d,uty·equal to that of other:p1blic service employees., Certain supervi-
sory people are satisfactory only if they are vdlling to accept full re-
sponsibility for coverage of their departments at all times. 
III. Type of Personnel Affected 
The supervisory personnel should be prepared to work the same 
hours as emergency linemen and in some cases longer. The utility busi-
ness does not frequently draw upon employees of outside business or other 
utility companies. Rather the employees are trained on the whole within 
the company, and attain their positions through talent and experience, 
gained while they were working in lesser occupations for the company. 
This serves to set an el;:ampls for lesser employees in regcu"'d to duty and 
and future promotions 
For these reasons, and because many of the jobs lv.ithin an elec-
tric public utility are technical and specialized, lengthy training per-
iods are necessary, and therefore a very low rate of labor turnover exists" 
Most electric company employees devote the major portion of their working 
lives to that industry alone, and therefore they expect stea~ work &1d 
job security., 
All changes of reorganization or consolidation in so far as they 
affect the employees must be in character with the traditions outlined 
above, if they are to gain reaqy acceptance of the emplqyees. These peo-
ple are not used to upheaval or radical changes in their occupations. 
Ttds means that all of the desirable changes, wldch may be associated with 
a consolidation.\} should not be foisted upon it at once" Timing is a ver,v 
important factor, and in many instances patience is necessar,y.. For super-
visory empl·oyees with several years of service it is highly desirable to 
avoid making radical changes that would not be betterm.ents for the indi-
16 
dual, until opportunity offered by a promotion or a retirement perraits this 
change to be made as a part of the no11mal evolution of the business.. In 
that way the change vdll be much more acceptable to the emplqyee conce1~ed 
and his fellow workers. This would be in keeping with the tradition to 
which the employees are accustomed., 
IV.. Need of a Long Range Plano 
To accomplish the above it is necessary to have some long range 
plan of objectives.. A policy of containment would result in disaster, 
for a utility company must attempt to foresee and meet problems which may 
arise. Records from past years will reveal trends in the use of elec-
tricity, and when and where the greatest demand for electricity will oc-
cur.. For example the expansion of residential building indicates that 
more service in outlying areas will be needed, and the records of elec-
tricity use will indicate at What time of the year certain indt~tries will 
require their heaviest loads.. From these figures the compa~ discerns how 
soon additional lines should be strung or when additional generators should 
be installed.. This long range planning is equally important and feasible 
from a personnel a~gle as from a financial and physical viewpoint. 
17 
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CHAPI'ER II 
SEPARATION OF GAS FACILITIES FROM THE COiiffiiNATION COMPANIES 
I. Background of Gas Companies and Present Problems. 
In the previous chapter it was stated that electric utilities 
must abide by the ru.J.:ings of various regulatory bodies,. One of the re-
quirements of the Securities and Exchange Commission prohibits the con-
solidation of electric companies and gas companies. Furthermore if an 
existing company is at present a combination electric and gas company, 
lit must divest itself of its gas facilities before it can combine 'With 
other electric companies. This ruling is based upon the theor,y that 
there is a certain amount of natural competition between electricity and 
)gas as fuels and that it is in the public interest to preserve and en-
lcourage this competition .. 
I 
The commission believes that common ownership 
jWould tend to discourage such competition. 
I Before any . consolida.tion of the electric companies in the for-
I • 
~er Central District of the New England Electric System could be effected 
it was necessar,y to separate the gas facilities from the electric facili-
ties in the comQination companies, setting these gas facilities up as 
separate corporations and placing them upon the market for sale.. This 
was done, but because of financial reasons the prospective purchaser was 
unable to go through with his ·proposal.. These companies probably 'Will be 
sold at a later date when another purchaser willing to pay a reasonable 
and proper p~ice can be found. In the meantime, the gas companies, though 
still o\vned by the New Engiand Electric System,are set up and operated as 
units independent of the electric comnanies .. 
19 
This separation of the electric and gas facilities ~~d the for-
mation of the gas companies presented several interesting problems, sane 
of which were not confined to the Central District area. At or about the 
time this separation was going on in the Central District similar action 
was being carried out in the other areas which had gas properties" The 
large~of these gas companies, the Malden-Melrose Gas Company, located 
in the Northeast District was selected as the major headquarters for all 
of the gas companies, and the chief eperating executive of these compan-
ies has his office there .. 
Before the change there existed in the Central District five 
combination gas and electric companies and one straight gas company" The 
combination companies vvere the Worcester County Electric Company operating 
gas facilities in Webster, Southbridge, and surrounding to11ms, The Spencer 
Gas Company, operating gas facilities in Leicester, Spencer, the Brookfields, 
and Warren; the Athol Gas And Electric Company operating gas facilities in 
Athol and Orange; the Wachusett Electric Company operating gas facilities 
in Clinton; and the \lforcester Suburban Electric Company operating a very 
small gas facility in Blackstone. The straight company was the Leominster 
Qas Light Company., 
I 
1 These facilities were grouped together geographically to form 
I 
£tour gas companies, one of which, the Blackstone Gas Company, was exceed-
! 
:iJngly small.. This change pre~ented two major prob~ems, the firs·t, being 
one of personnel, and the second, the separation of physical properties, 
where these properties fo1~er~ were utilized for both gas and electric 
operation, or lVhere the physical plant necessar,y for gas operation was 
located between units of electric plant so that a clean cut division of 
20 
property vms difficult. For the purposes of this paper it uv.ill be neceE-
sary to use only one company for illustrative purposes as the principles 
and approach used were similar in all cases. 
In setting up a management organization for the gas companies 
a single manager was selected to head up these companies in the Central 
District plus two others in the v1estern part of the state .o~t- As can be 
seen on the map, the area served by the Central District Compa11y is not 
very large.. Management problems in these companies will eventually be 
reduced. At present all of them except the Athol Gas Company are fed b-3 
na·t.ural gas" Therefore the problems of gas production and purification 
have been eliminated. However; the advent of nattu,al gas has presented a 
new group of problems which will t&{e several years for solution. 
Natural gas is very.dr,y while manufactured.gas is moist, contain-
ing not only sizeable amounts of veater vapor, but also various oils. Most 
gas mains that have been laid during years gone by are of bell and spigot 
construction. These bell and spigot joints were frequently made of oakum 
backed up by caulked lead or cement. The packed oakum, while moist and 
saturated with gas oils, kept most of these joints tight., Natural gas 
d;cys out, this oakum, and gas leaks have become quite numerous, and l'lill 
I 
I probably continue to be numerous in the future. Repair of these leaks is 
! 
cpstly as it requires excavation and the application of leru{ clmnps. On 
the other hand the use of a d_r,J gas permits the discontinuance of the ex-
1 
pensive practice of pumping drips, which had to be located at ever.y lmv 
spot of the entire gas main systam. The sealing off of gas services, 
vd1enever there was a sag in the service due to accumulation of moisture, 
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is no longer a problem.. The drying out of diaphram,s of meters is serious-
ly affecting meter accuracy and requiring that they be removed, repaired, 
a.nd adjustede · This is also a very costly operation. Conversion of custo-
mers I equipment SO that it COuld burn natural gas WaS a Very COStly Opera-
tion averaging about fifteen ~ollars per customer. It should be evident 
that the change to natural gas was not an Ul1Illixed blessing.. It permits 
real savings in the cost of gas production, and due to its high B.T.u .. con-
tent it has in effect doubled the capacity of the distribution system and 
the storage holders, but it has brought with it a new group of problems, 
which will require an appreciable amount of time and money for their solu-
tion .. 
II.. Personnel. 
A. Management of the Gas Co.\npanies. 
In selecting a man to become the manager of the Central District 
gas Companies, it was necessary to pick a man who kne1if the area and the 
problems which would arise, and who also had the talents of management .. 
T~e ComP.any selected the former manager of the Spencer gas and electric 
fJcilities. He had moved his office to Webster where he became Local Man-
aJer of the vfebster facilities. He was thus a logical choice as Manage~ 
o the Central District Gas Companies and those in the Western District. 
S ch a position was definitely a promotion for the individual so that he 
willingly undertook the new position, even though generally speaking em-
p],byees were reluctant to trade their positions in the electric organiza~ 
tirn for positions in the gas companies. This opinion on the part of the· 
emoioyees was readily understandable when you consider that the employees t that the gas companies would someday be sold, and they had no my of 
I 
I, 
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knowing what the policies of the new ovmer would be with respect to pay, 
promotion, displacement.., or retirement. T:b.is was more true of t.he superv-i-
sory group with m~ years of service for they could not be guaranteed thAt 
the new owners would be willing to adopt a retirement pension policy that 
would make up for the pension payments resulting from their ye~s of ser-
vice with the Ne1.v England Electric System .. 
The Manager of· the Central District Companies also acts as 
Local Manager of the Central Massachusetts Gas Company, which comprises 
the former gas operations of the Worcester County Electric Company in the 
Webster-southbridge areas and the gas operations of the Spencer Gas Com-
pany .. 
At or about the time of the separation and merger of the gas prop-
erties the Gas Distribution Superintendent in V/ebster and the Gas Production 
Foreman in Webster reached retirement age. In view of the probable shut-
dovm of the production plant because of natural gas, both men were replaced 
qy one man, who had had experience in these two fields in another area. 
This newly appointed key supervisor took the job with the understanding he 
was to stay with the Gas Company. Therefore no personnel problem vre.s in-
volved as far asthese men were concerned .. 
B. Dividing of the Office Personnel. 
The office personnel in the Webster area presented quite a dif-
ferent problem, and its solution was quite typical of the solutions found 
in other offices. The major functions of this office personnel cpnsisted 
of keening customer accounts, storing of materials, receiving an_d collect-
ing customer payments, rendering bills, reading gas meters, and keeping 
the compa.ny1 s books. Many of these functions were performed jointly with 
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the corresponding electric functions. For instance a single meter reader 
read both the gas and electric meters in a given house. One cashier re-
ceived payment for both gas and electric bills. Posting operations and 
billing operations were also comraon and a single supervisor was in charge 
of the office which was housed in a building ovnaed by the electric com-
pany. One storeroom ·stocked materials for both the electric and gas fa-
cilities. 
At the time of separation of the gas facilities the date of 
sale of the gas companies was unkno-wn, and this is still true now. There 
appeared to be no need for a complete separation of these functions until 
the sale of the gas companies was to be consumated. Furthermore it was 
considered advisable to permit the future purchaser an opportuDity to 
participate in the set up of the future separate office department by de-
laying this set up until the future purchaser could be known" It was ve17 
apparent that in the meantime a complete separation of the various func-
tions performed by the office department would entail some duplication 
and therefore increase costs to both the gas and electric companies. 
1. Normal Duties Mostly Gas Company. 
It was therefore decided to make essential~ no changes in the 
daily routine of the ·office, but the normal daily work of each employee in 
this department was analyzed. If the employee's normal daily work consist-
ed of preponderantly gas duties, then the emplo.yee was tentatively placed 
upon the Gas Company payroll and a notation made which indicated the pro-
portion of that employee 1s time which was devoted to electric duties. 
This proportion multiplied by the weekly wage of the employee became a ten-
tative source of billing from the Gas Company to the Electric Company. 
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2e Normal Duties Mostly Electric Co..'i'Jlpany 
In a similar manner other employees were tentatively retained on 
the electric company payroll and to the extent that they performed some 
duties for the gas company, they in turn became a source of billing from 
the electric company to the gas company. (See illustrative chart.) 
3· Normal Duties Between Gas and Electric 
This study disclosed that certain other employees performed either 
all gas company duties or all electric company duties, and in these in-
stances they were assigned to the proper company payroll and no problem 
of billing was present.. Analysis of all of the office personnel Vfho per-
formed functions for both companies disclosed that if certain employees, 
whose work was split in a ratio ranging from fifty-fi!ty to sixty-forty, 
could be arbitrarilY assigned to the payroll of one or the other of the 
two companies, a balance could be struck, which would relieve the need for 
all but a small amount of intercompany billing from this source. To the 
extent it was felt this could be accomplished vrithout creating dissat,isfac-
tion in the minds of the employees, this was done., Hmvever, the company 
was careful not to force any arbitra~J assignmentsa Lack of balance and 
hence intercompany billing was accepted at the outset, but as new employees 
Vfere hired for replacement due to normal labor turnover, the neY!i employees 
were placed upon whichever payroll needed additional employees in order to 
establish the balance spoken of above. 
Such a procedtu~e over a relatively short period of time set up the 
personnel of the two organizations so that at any time in the future they 
may be physically separated. 
In a few instences circumstances were encountered which could not 
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DIVISION OF DU'fiES 
:Name Rate % Gas Duties 7;; Electric Duties 
J. J .. ;f;l .. $0 /hr .. 90 10 
J .. s .. 1 .. 60 fl 8S 15 
H .. B., 1.,62 II 3 97 
.A. H., s .. 1 .. 70 II 4S ss 
1,Y" R. G., 1 .. 70 II so so 
H. J .. R., 1 .. 76 II 17 83 
Ae R., H., 1 .. 80 tl 20 80 
B., J., o .. 1 .. 72 II 8S 15 
PROPOSED EIEC'rRIC COMP&NY PAYROLL 
Name Rate % Gas Duties Charge Gas Co., 
H .. J .. R., ;,;il., 76 /hr., 17 . ';iil1 .. 97 /tvk .. 
E., B., 1 .. 62 II 3 1.,9L1. II 
A. H .. s .. 1.70 II 4S 30.,60 II 
A., Ro M .. 1.80 II "20 lt~ .. ho II 
:·;>sB .. 9l 
PHOPOSE:D GAS COMPANY PAYROLL 
Name Rate ~; Electrj_c Duties Che.rge Electr; c Co .. 
J., J., 10 t• t!l) 6.,00 /Ttlke 
J .. s .. " 15 9.60 tl 
hVe R., G .. II so 34 .. 00 II 
'R J .. o .. ....... 15 10 .. 32 II II 
~~59 .. 92 :~i;59.,92 
58.91 
~!i; 1 .. 01 
Net billing of Gas Company to Electric Company = :j~l.OJ. /1'7ke 
be satisfactorily handled in this menner. There is at present in Webster 
one storekeeper who has charge of the storeroom buildings where gas and 
e_lectric stock is stored. When complete separation of the daily work 
operations of both companies is accomplished probably each company will re-
quire an employee to act as storekeeper. At that time probably the pre-
sent senior storeroom clerl{ will become the gas company storekeeper. There-
fore it is recommended that he be placed now upon the gas company payroll. 
In the meantime the present storekeeper's duties are preponderantly for 
the electric company, and therefore he has been retained upon the electric 
company payroll. T1:1.is means that a chart prepared of the gas company or-
ganization today would show a storeroom clerk but no storekeeper. However, 
this vu"ill be a si.1'11ple matter to remedy when the time comes. This situation 
is largely paralleled in the position of office manager .. 
c. Dividing the Plant and Field Personnel. 
The situation in regard to dividing the plant and field personnel 
is simpler than the separating of office ~ersonnel discussed above, because 
the lines of clivision between electric and gas company duties are more 
clearly marked in field and plant work. ·when the division of work is unbal-
anced a billing procedure similar to the one illustrated above is used. 
As an exarnple·of an interesting situation revealed by job analysis 
the Southbridge substation employed four station operat.ors so that at least 
one was on duty at all times. The analysis of their work which was.thought 
to be primarily for the electric company revealed that they perfo~ned a 
surprising a1'!1ount of gas company duties in operating the gas holders and 
Hortonsphere. It was possible for the electric company to install a com-
pletely automatic substation to fill its needs, but the gas company would 
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.fi.THOL GAS COMPANY - ORG.iLNIZt\.TIOi'l CH11RT 
lst Step - Common O!mership 
September 19.50 
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(l) 
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(l) 
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{l) 
\ 
:' 
Pensioner (l) 
ISales(i)parvisor\ 
I ! 
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(2) 
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and Distribution 
(1) 
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(l) 
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(l) 
!Appl., Servicemen! 
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notes:- Boxes shmm by broken lines ind:tcate funct.~ ons essential 
to the opera.tion of a gas company but i·rhich are supplied 
a.s a :::r..inor part tiirt:; duty of an electric company employee .. 
Box u-rlth double outline indicates an employee who is .on 
the payroll of another utility as vTell as the Athol Gas 
Company, hence a pert t:Lme employee,. 
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ATHOL OFFICE of \'lfORCJ~STER COUN'I'Y ELECTRIC CONPANY 
ORGANIZl\ T10N CH.A:.R. T 
September 1950 
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Notes: Box shmm by broken lines indicates functions essential 
to the operation of an electric company but "Jhich are 
supplied as a l:V rt time duty of a gas company employee., 
Boxes ~lith double outlines ir..dicate an employee 1:-rho is 
on the payroll of another utility as 1-rell as the ~'lfcrcester 
County Electric Company, hence a part time employee. 
·: 
need a man on duty at all times. The men t.rere therefore told that they 
could be transferred to the gas company pa~roll, where they would be in-
sured permanent work or remain on the electric company payroll without the 
assurance that they would not be released, vrhen the automatic substation 
was eventually installed.. The men chose to take the chance and remain 
tdth the electrtc company,. 
D,. Dividing the Sales Personnel 
. It was felt that the personnel of the Sales Department warranted 
special treatment.. At first a proposal was made under t<Vhich all salesmen 
would remain upon the payroll of both companies.. Under this plan ea.ch 
salesman would have his base pay allotted in proportion to his previous 
history of gas and electric appliance sales.. Thus, if a give~ salesman 
had, in the pest, sold mostly gas appliances the majority of his base pay 
vmuld come from the gas company.. Commissions vJOuld be paid by the com-
pany for whom the appliance was sold. Thus, if a salesman t'll'ere to sell a 
gas range his commission would be paid by the gas company, and if he tvere 
to sell an electric range, his commission tvould come from the electric 
company., This plan had a major vreakness. Salesmen would naturally sell 
whichever appliance was easiest. Pu~lic acceptance of electric appliances 
is usually better than that of gas appliances.· Therefore, under a system 
of this sort, there would be little tendency to sell a gas appliance, which 
had an electric counterpart, unless the cowmission on gas appliance sales 
v1as built up appreciably" Furthermore there would be a. tendency on the 
part of those sales supervisors who were interested in selling electric 
appliances to want to increase the commission paid on their merchandise 
so as to recapture some of the business that was going to the gas com-
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pany. Thus, we would have a situation of two companies bidding against 
each other for the services of their Olin sales employees. 
It was felt that a much healthier situation would b~ created, 
if the salesmen were assigned so that certain ones sold only electric 
appliances ar-d others only gas appliances. Furthermore one salesman 
could not properly present the gas side of a sales argtunent to one cus-
tomer, while in the next breath trying to present the electric side to 
the customer. 
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CHAPI'ER III 
SEPARATIDr~ OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES - GAS FROM ELECTRIC 
I.. Land and Buildings 
Those buildings and parcels of land, which furnish joint ser-
vices for both the gas and electric operations, were inspected to deter-
mine the relative value of these facilities in the future to either the 
gas or electric operations. As an illustration the Athol properties, 
shorm in the plan on the next page, consisted of the garage, gas holders, 
valve house, and the main building which housedthe generating facilities, 
gas and electric stockrooms, oil storage tanks, gas and electric meter 
rooms, a.nd appliance service department. Coal storage bunkers lVere locat-
ed in the basement of this building a.nd were reached by a rail:r·oad siciing 
which facilitated mass deliveries. At the further end of the same lot was 
the electric company pole yard. This area was adjacent to a nearly vacant 
lot armed by ~he electric company ~~d used as a substation for transmission 
lines .. 
These buildings and facilities would supply adequate service for 
either the gas or electric~company, but would eventually be overcrowded for 
joint service. If the gas company were to build a new station, it would 
require a ver.y substa~tial investment because of the necessity of moving 
the la.rge s·t.orage tal.'l.ks end building a new railroad connection for the 
deli very of coal.. The electric company on the other hand would have had 
to build a ne'f:'.r plant an;y"ii'iay because of its present crov<ded condition and 
had the nearby vacant lot upon which to do so. It was, therefore.~~ decided 
that the present plant should be and remain the property of the gas co:m-
pa~, and provisions were made for the building of a propane storage tank. 
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The electric company would retain its pole yard, and some time in the 
future it would construct a new and all electric plant on the adjacent 
lot.. This plan has the added a.dvant.ages that the site for the new elec-
tric company plant is more convenient for incoming and outgoing trans-
mission lines and that removal of electric company facilities from their 
present site vdll eventually allow the gas company room for any expansion .. 
The books were reviewed to see that the land which was to belong 
to the gas company was carried in the gas accounts, and that land to be 
retained by ·the electric company was in electric accounts.. To the extent 
that it was necessary, the books were adjusted to make them conform to 
this split.. Original book values were used as the unit prices for such an 
adjustment. 
Tr~s proposal left the electric company occupying ru1d utilizing 
certain portions of land and bui+dings, which were to become the property 
of the gas company" This occupancy and utilization was to continue for 
some indefiPite period of t~ne. As far as the electric company was con-
cerned, this utilization should continue until such peri~d of -time as 
these facilities would become inadequate.. As far as the gas company is 
concerned, it ~~s desirable that the electric company continue to utilize 
a po1~ion of its facilities until the time came that the gas company need-
ed either the facilities or the space for its own use. In the meantline 
two things vmre necessary. Proper rental charge had to be established fOJ.~ 
the use of facilities owned by the gas company and used by the electric 
company, and a lease was necessary in or4er to protect the electric com-
pany-from being ordered off gas company property with insufficient time 
to construct facilities upon its ovm lando In instances of this sort a 
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five year lease ~v-a.s usufllly nef:,otia:t,ed, livhich a.utometically re::lc"t-~ed ·it-
self for successive one year periodE>, but t·Jhich could be terminated by 
either party after the first five yea.rs by p;iving t1rrelve months notice. 
Procedure used for establishing the rent~l value vras e.s fo11o"t1TS a 
The area of the land occupied by the earage building t-Ja.s determined, and 
then this a.rea Has priced by applying the book value of this J..~md., The 
number of electrical vehicles stored in tte garage, and then the number 
of gas vehicles determined the ratio of utilization of this land, 1j"ifhich in 
the Athol case proved to be 80;{ electrical utilization, Annual rental 
charge for use of the land was then determined to be 127~~'< of the value of 
that portion of the 1<md Nhich was used solely for electrical purposes., 
In a similar ma1mer the rental charge for the use of the gara.ge building 
vJas determined.,· This 12% was. deemed to be sufficient revenue so tha.t the 
olimer was to pay for all nor-rna.l upkeep and repairs.. Cost of heating, 
lighting, and t.vater when apprecia.ble, such as in office buildings, t..rere 
sepsrately determined and included j n the rental charge. In the Athol in-
stance the land for the generator building 1,ras deemed 25%-iH~ for electric 
use t-Jhile that portion of the land, t..rhich is utilized as main dr:tve1r,ray and 
parking ~.reA, was found to be 70% for electric use. The drive to the gar-
age based on the number of vehicles housed in the gara.ge 1rras determined to 
be 80% for electric use.. Using the same procedure the division of build-
ings and structures we.s determined_, ~md appropriate rental rates established., 
I:.. railroad sidj_ng i'lfas due to become the property of the Athol 
Gas Company., During recent years a grain compcmy had been given the privi-
lege of usjng this siding and paying for this use the amount of one hundred 
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dollars per year. It is expected that the electric compar~ may have some 
poles de)ivered in carload lots, but if so this would occur only a verj" 
few times a year. It vras decided that the electric company should pay to 
the gas comuany ten dollars per car for use of the siding whenever this 
occurs., 
II. Equipment 
Ao Office Equipment 
Since the office building is not ovmed by the electric company, 
but is leased, there is no problem of division of 01vnership. However, it 
is necessary to split the monthly rental charge betvreen the tvm corpora-
tions until such time as the gas companies are sold. Probably at that 
til:ne separate offices and appliance stores will be establisheed. Ana<lysis 
of the use of space in the office building revealed that 85% of the space 
was used for electric functions and 15r;; for gas functions. Therefore, the 
monthly rental charge, which includes heat plus the cost cf janitor ser-
vice, and the bills for normal telenhone service, is to be split in accord-
ance with this division of 85% and 15%. It was found that the electricity 
used for lighting in the office building and main plant was be~ng charged 
to the electric company account. A study revealed that 15% of this amount 
was assignable to the gas company, and it is therefore proposed that the 
electric company bill the gas company for 15% ·lf- of the monthly use at the 
proper filed rate. A similar analysis of the use of gas in these buildings 
for water heating purposes, etc. is to be handled in the same manner. 
The office equipment 11\Ji th a to·tal value of some eighteen thousand 
dollars was ent.ered on the com!Jany books, charged to electric company ac-
~~- 17, P· 7 
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counts only.. All of it was located at the main office building vdth the 
exception of abou'c one hundred dollars worth., which was located at the 
plant and used solely by the gas company. The items comprising this small 
amount, '~·ere ·b'"l be transferred to the gas accounts and become the property 
of the gas compa~y. Analysis of the use of office equipment at the main 
office in Athol justified a split of 85% ~{- electric use and 15% ge.s use .. 
In the opinion of the supervisors all of the office equipment would be 
needed by the electric company when the time came to split the two offices 
after the sale of the >_;as company.. Since the equipment had originally 
been purchased and charged into electric accounts, and since its use vu·as 
' preponderantly for the electric company, it was decided that the electric 
company would retain the ownership of all of this equipment, and at some 
later date the gas company under its new owners would purchse for itself 
such office equipment that it decided that it then needed. In the mean-
time the electric company would charge the gas company an annual ren·t.al 
equal to 12% of the original book value· of that portion of the office 
equipment used for gas purposes; the poi~ion being 15% of the total. 
B. Stockroom Equ.i pment 
An analysis of this account showed a book value of approximate-
ly thirty-five hundred dollars, all in an electrlc account. Included in 
this amount was tvm hundred dollars representing wood shelving, which was 
bu.i~t into the main plant building and which wouln undoubtedly be used for 
the storage of gas supplies at a later elate, V<Jhen the electric compa:ny no 
longer occupied space in that. building o An additional item or approxi-
mately one hundred dollars represented steel storage cabinets used exclu-
si vely by the gas production department. These t·w·o i terns totaling three 
hundred dollars were to be transferred to the gas account so that they 
~·muld become the property of the gas company. It so happened in this case 
th~:t this established a ratio of ten to one for the value of electric 
stores equipment tc gas stores equipment. tfost of this equipment is joint-
ly used, but an analysis of volume of work done by the stores department 
disclosed that this also had a ten to one ratio. It was therefore decided 
that since ratio of o1~ership was also ratio of use no intercompany bill-
ing for rental VJovJ.d be necessary.. Furthermore the items of stores equip-
ment, which were to be retained by the elec·~ric company, were items which 
they could use and vmuld need at their new future location, -while the items 
to be ovmed by the gas company could not economically be relocated, yet 
they vmuld be of use to the gas company in their present location .. 
C. . Transportation Equipm.ent -It-
Of the eleven vehicles owned by the Athol Gas s..nd Electric Com-
pal~, six were utilized for electric purposes only, one for gas purposes 
only, and four for joint purposes. An analysis vm.s made of the four vehi-
cles which ;1rere jointly utilized and percentages set up which reflected 
this ratio between gas and electric functionse It was decided tha.t after 
sale, the gas company would continue to need the vehicle that had been uti-
lized in the past 100% for gas functions, a truck, and at least one other 
vehicle, a sedan. Therefore it vias decided to transfer these two vehicles 
to the gas transportation accou..'llto The book value of these two vehicles 
'\'las approxim.a.tely trrenty-three hundred and fifty dollars a The book value 
of all eleven vehicles was a little over s:l<'tteen thousand dollars. The 
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book value of the single vehicle used for gas purposes only plus the gas 
company's proper proportionate part of the four vehicles, v.rhich v:ere 
jointly used represented a book value of twenty-three hundred dollars. 
Therefore the calculated investment of the five vehicles used in u-Jhole 
or in part by the gas company is very close to the figure of tbe book 
value of the two vehicles which it was proposed that the gas company was 
to he1ve oumed. Under these circmnstances there was no need of annual 
rental charges back and forth between the two companies. 
D. Miscellaneous Equipment * 
All items of miscellaneous equipment had in the past been 
charged to an electric account. Analysis of these items disclosed that 
roughly one-third of these items were for gas purposes only. These items 
were transferred to the gas account so they would become the property of 
the gas company. 
The problems encountered in other locations other than Athol 
were handled in a very similar manner~ Ho1v-ever, each location had some 
peculiarities of its otm, which presented specia.l problems. In Webster 
the office building, the electric steam generating station, the outdoor 
high voltage and low voltage substation, the gas plant with its holders 
and purifier boxes, and a pole storage yard are all located on one parcel 
of property. Although functional use had tended to keep the gas portions 
together and the electric portions together, nevertheless there was some 
interspersing of facilities. For example, the pole storage space was com-
pletely surrounded by portions of the property which were devoted to gas 
uses, and therefore tdll ha.ve to be relocated, but in the meantime it t,Jill 
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remain here on a space rental basis. The electric high tension yard had 
grot-m, so thet it was quite close to one end of the gas plant.. In order 
to draw a dividing line between these two, it was necessary to jog two or 
three ti111es to avoid having a buried tar irJell or fuel tank, belonging to 
the gas plant, partly on property oV>med by the electric company.. The 
boiler plant furnished steam for the turbine driving the electric genera-
tor and for processing in the water gas plant and heating the various 
buildines including the office building.. A steam flow meter was available 
to measure steam used for gas purposes, but the value of this steam had 
previously been priced on an increment cost basis, which may _have been pro-
per when both gas and electric operations were the activities of one com-
pany. Incremental costs did not satisfy management as a proper basis for 
pricing stee~ that was to be sold from one compa~y to another. FL~ed costs 
were determined, and a new schedule of steam prices, based on average costs 
instead of incremental costs, was established., These problems and their 
solutions are illustrative of some of the special circmnstances involved 
in separating the gas companies from the electric companies. 
Utilizing the procedure outlined in this chapter and the preced-
ing chapter, the gas personnel and facilities t-rere organized into four sep-
arate corporations. This work was formally started in 1952. It was for-
tunate for the Ne"t-a- England Electric System that a supply of natural gas was 
finally made available to New England the same time this reorganization 
work was being carried out. The eventual economies that irnll be offered 
to these smaller companies by the use of natural gas instead of manufac-
turing their m-m gas should appreciably enhance their earning pOirJer., 
11lcmy of them had previously operated at a loss" Eventual future prospects 
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indicate that they should be able to make dividend payments, set up a 
reasonable reserve and eventually reduce the price to the consumer of gas. 
Such a reduction in turn should put them in a better competitive position 
idth other fuels and offer opportunities for lddening their marketing 
activities along some lines such as automatic hot water heating, kitchen 
heating, and possibly some house heating. 
·~ 
CHAl-:;'l'ER IV 
11LANAGlil1I~NT ORGANIZATION OF' THE ELECTRIC COMP/I .. l\!Y 
I. Background Material 
In 1950 the Central District of the New Engl8nd Electric System 
't'llE$ composed of nine operating companies as follows: 
le Central Massachusetts Electric Company 
2. Gardner Electric Light Company 
3. Winchendon Electric Light and Power Company 
4. Worcester Suburban Electric Company 
5. Worcester County Electric Company 
6. The Spencer Gas Company 
7Q Athol Gas and Electric Company 
B. Wachusett Electric Company 
9. Leominster Gas Light Company 
Of these, the first thxee were straight electric companies, the next five 
~rere combinetion gas and. electric companies, and the last one vJas a 
straight gas company., 
In the immediately preceding chapters vre have discussed the prob-
lem of the separa.tion of the gas facilities from the electric facilities 
and combining of these facilities to form four sepe.rate gas companies. 
As 1vas previously pointed out the purpose of thi.s u.ras to prepare the vJay 
for the combination of the electric companies into a single company to be 
knmm as the 11\l'orcester County Electric Company by consolidat:i.ng the elec-
tr:tc fac:tlities of the f:trst eight companies listed above., The opera.tion 
of several compe.nies as a single unit instea.d of as separate units offers 
economies ancl betterments from the standpoint of management md e.t reduced 
costs.. This improvement could have be·::n partially achieved under the com-
plex holding company structure that has been in existence in this system, 
but the requirements of the Securities and Exchange Commission are such 
that changes are not permitted unless they are accompanied by simplifica-
-tion of the holding company structure. 
This'consolidation rrr.ill eventually be in existence in all the 
districts of· the system.. At this time, how·ever, it ha.s progressed furthest 
in the Central District which 1dll be under discussion in this chapter •. 
The moves made in management organization here vd.ll thus serve as guide 
posts for similar action in other districts. 
There are indications of a parallel ·movement throughtout the 
nation by utility compa.nies, 't·Jhich have follmved a similar pattern of 
economic and raa.nagerial development., Although the circumstances of organ-
iza.tional problems of other utilities rrrill vary in many details from those 
of ·the New England Electric System, the type of management organization 
described here will have value either in trmole or in part as it may be 
applied to other electric utilities. 
In a problem of reorganization rrre are dealing not only with tan-
gible objects, but "t-Jith people.. These people are both employees and cus-
tomers" The reaction of people, 't'lfhen confronted with a proposed change, 
is largely governed by established precedent and tradition.. Therefore, 
any proposed change cannot be viewed in the abstract, by itself, but must 
be vie"t..red a.gainst background material made up of the traditions and cus-
toms of the industry., In its decisions management does not ahvays con ... 
sciously tveigh these factors., However, they are always there, and usual-
ly management gives consideration to them intuitively. Since it is felt 
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that they are very impor-tant, some discussion of this background. ma.terial 
is essential., 
II.. Evolution of Management of Consolidated Electric Compe.ny -
Line Organization 
A. First Stage of the Evolution 
During the early years of growth of the electric utility industry 
this grot-fth took place through the medium. of t"G-ro general processes, direct 
expansion and netv inception., The extension of a company's facilities and 
service from its home to~m or city into the territory of adjacent tot-ms vJas 
a very common phenomenon, but liva.s usually limited by two factors, excessive 
distance bet't·reen centers of population and the reluctance on the part of 
ovming investors to gamble on the meager return that might be eJ~ected in 
suburban or rural communities.. Whenever either of these fa_ctors delayed 
the expansion of facilities into unserved areas, netv plants 'tvere usually 
formed as independent units feeding these areas.. These tuo processes 
continued until all areas that were reasonably densely populated had avail-
able in their communities electr:i.c service., 
B., Second Stage of Evolution 
The second stage of the evolution of electric public utility 
companies ha.d started well before the first stage was completed. In this 
stage we salv the combination of various existing small companies to form 
1 , * systems through the medium of ho aing companies. It is interesting to 
note that in this second stage the usual prsctices were directly opposite 
to those employed during the first stage 1.rhen the grmvth was through 
"direct expansion., 11 In the first instance mmership and management usually 
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r.emained in the original city or to~m as the activities of the company 
extended to adjacent areas, therefore the neuly acquired areas of a com-
pany l·Jere serviced by a corporati.on, which in a strictly local sense was 
forej_gn to the community; at lea.st to the extent that it came from a 
neighborj_ng to~m or city., 
In the second stage of development the usual pattern was ·to bring 
the newly acquired companies into the perent organization through the use 
of a holdj_ng company., This process usually preserved the original corpora-
tion as a going concern, rather than dissolving it and merging its facili-
ties into a larger company which would be foreign to the newly acquired 
a.rea., 
Probably this was done to minimize the disturbance of the change 
of mmership upon the people of the local communities and the employees· of 
the purchased company. Rank and file employees usually feel insecure at a 
time when changes of this sort take place, vrondering what is to happen to 
them. This menta.l attitude tends to make people suspicious and critical., 
Those people who had been officers in the original small company 
't-Jere usually influential and respected citizens of their community., It >'las, 
therefore, to the advantage of the net.r mmer to cultivate and retain the 
good will of those officers, for through then1 they could frequently avoid 
creating an unfriendly at~itude toward the change on the part of the peo-
ple of the conwunity. Obviously this could not be done if the original 
corporation were to be dissolved and its officers removed or transferred to 
openings in other loca.tions .. 
Until the employees and the public had accepted the change and no 
longer looked vlith suspicion upon the new m-Jner, most of the individual com-
panies continued to operate ~Jith very fel-J formal changes. Although the 
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original pa.ttern 'lrla.s to leave the management and employees intact, control 
of the neifly acquired companies began to be exercised almost i.vnmediately 
after their a.cquisit.ion.. The important point is that the· control usually 
tias exercised through existing management, and as far as the employees lifere 
concerned any changes which appeared were from the old company and not from 
a new one put in its place. 
c. Development of its Present Form 
As would be expected under a program of this type the need for 
guidance, control, and instruction of the local managers and supervisors 
of the companies w<?.s at once evident.. Local manager had to be instructed 
on system policies and methods., They had to be convinced that these nev1 
policies and methods t·rould benefit their corporations, and it was necessary 
for them to acquire a system vie>vpoint as contrasted u.li tl). a purely local 
viewJPoint., Certain changes had to be made for efficiency reasons to bring 
opere.ting and maintenance procedures up to acceptable standards vJhere they 
were substandard. 
The public expected uniform service and treatment from the vari-
ous companies, wJhich were part of one system., For instance, rate structures 
should not vary vddely, and wiring specifications and meter mounting de-
vices should be reasonably uniform., Pol:i.cies that determine vrhether or not 
the customer must pay for certain services and the rate at which they pay 
for those services should not vary vddely.. The employees also expected 
consistancy bettreen· companies with respect to poli~ies relating to rates of 
pay, hours of 1i\Ork, vacation and sickness privileges, overtime payment, etc. 
It soon became evident that in order to accomplish these things 
it tv-es necessary to have a district management office.. An area or district 
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manager l-Ias selected to 'lfrork in cooperation U>.Tith the various local managers 
and to introduce system policies to the local companies. Thus there was 
created a higher level of management, 1.fu.ich t-;ras acquainted fully with the 
problems of coordination and consolida.tion of the local companies e 
This top management group provided the basis for the unification 
of the local companies into a single consolidated electric company. Under 
the old plan the "District Mcmager" was frequently the president of each 
of the several companies in his district, and the local managers of those 
companies reported to him., It v-ras·, therefore, not a radical step for him 
to become the general manager of the single consolidated company., 
III. Reorganized Line Organization of Management in a Consolidat-
ed Compa.ny 
Prior to the time of consolidation into one company, it became 
evident the.t one district manager located in a central office could not 
spread himself sufficiently thin to cover the fifteen different offices of 
the various individual companies, which were presided over by loca.l mana-
gers, all of whom had varying degrees of ability and eA~erience. In order 
to bridge this gap the District }ltl~mager's terrj_tory vTc'S broken dmm into 
four sub-districts, each one of l>Jhich vJas presided over by an Assistm. t 
District Manager to 1vhom the Local Managers reported directly., Each of 
these Assistant District l1anagers usu~1lly located his office in the most 
important city of his terri tory, and he usua.lly acted as Local }1anager of 
that office as ~~11 as being responsible for management duties of the other 
offices of his territory through the Local Managers at these other loca-
tions., This wsts brought about gradually so that no Local 1-Iana.gers were 
displaced. As vacancies occurred due to the retirement or promotion of 
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the original Local i'fianagers their duties TrJere taken over by the Assist-
ant District rJiana.ger in those instances v.rhere the vacancy appeared in the 
S8me city where he had his office. In order to convert an organization of 
a single consolidated company, it was only necessary to change the titles 
of the Assistant District Managers so that they became Vice Presidents of 
the consolidated company. With very few exceptions no changes of duties 
or scope of 1:·10rk was involved.. Although it lrJas not necessitated by the 
consolidation, nevertheless at the time of the consolidation one of the 
areas 'Trias divided into tlio sections in order to eliminate its prior un-
~deldiness .. 
Departmental supervisors continued to report to Local l1anagers 
and Vice Presidents in much the same manner that had been in effect prior 
to the .consolidation, but in some instances their job content vlas appre-
ciably changed. Prior to the consolidation there uere nine corporetions 
and therefore in each of the nine main offices there were Chief.Account-
ants, each one of whom was responsible for the keeping of the company 
books, preparing monthly financial statements, cash estimates, and neces-
sary reports to the regulatory bodies., After consolidation these records 
and reports were made for only one corporation instead of nine., Thus 
eight of these people were relieved of many of their duties which requir-
ed their higher skills in accounting., 
1-Jithin a very short period of time opportunities appeared to 
utilize these people in positions co~mensurate lrdth their abilities., Ac-
tually some of them were better off than if their old duties had remained 
unchanged., In one instance the Chief Accountant became a Local r·1ana.ger in 
another area. In this instance no replacement was necessary as his assist-
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ant 't,ras able to absorb those duties u-rhich remained., In a second case the 
Chief Accountant of a sme.ll office t...ras transferred to a much larger office 
l~1ere the Chief Account was retiring. In still another instance the Chief 
Accountant vras brought into the central office for staff t...rork and to a.ssist 
in the increased volume of accounting 1...rork in that one location. Other 
changes in the Treasury Department were made 9 but since their effect on man-
agement as represented by local Treasury Depertment supervisors ~vets similar 
to the cases stated above they 1vill not be enmnerated in detail. 
As in the case of the managers the organization of the Distribu-
tion Superintendents had been changing for several years prior to the actual 
da.te of cor.tpany consolidation,. Each of the four Assista.7lt District Managers 
had a Superintendent of Distribution who reported to him and who was re-
sponsible for a.ll activities of the Distribution Department in that area., 
This meant that some of these SutE rintendents of Distribution 11vere respon-
sible for areas 1-.rhich originally represented three companies.. -Each of these 
compa.nies, in turn, had at one time their own Superintendent of Distribu-
tion., At the time of appointment of the four Area Superintendents,ff. none of 
:.; 
the original Compru1y Superintendents were demoted in pay or title" The 
company avoided the situation of selecting one of the original Superinten-
dents to be the Area Superintendent and thus putting him over his contem-
poraries. It was felt that such a move would be the source of embarrass-
ment and possible friction., 
. JJ. 
· rt 
The friction was avoided by making the selection as follot~. 
The title of Area Sup,:;rintendent of Distribution and 
Local Superintendent of Distribution are used·in'this 
report to avoid confusion between these two jobs., The 
company does not actually use these titles, but calls 
all of them Superintendent of Distribution 
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In one instance a Local Superintendent{ was well qualified by s.ge, ability, 
and tecltnical education to become an Area Superintendent. He 1~s promoted 
to Area Superintendent of an area that did not include his former company, 
and vJhere for reasons of health and age there l·Jas no Local Superintendent 
who could be promoted. 
In a second instance a middle aged man well qualified by engineer-
ing training and practical eA1Perience was made the Area Superintendent over 
hro Local Superintendents, v<ho vJere both due for retirement 1d thin six 
years of the date of the change. Both of these Local Superintendents trere 
excellent practical men, but they did not have the engineering background 
necessary for the larger job of Area Superintendent. The man selected had 
been a Distribution Engineer in one of the local companies vdthin the area. 
Although this man crune from a position below the Locs~ Superintendents, 
this appointment 1:1as not resented.~~ as both superintendents realized the 
needs of his qualifications as an engineer. However.~~ if either of the 
Local Superintendents had been appointed, the other would have resented ite 
The appointment of the third and fourth Area Superi.ntendents tvas 
tj~ed to conincide with the retirement of existing Local Superintendents. 
It is to the credit of management that all four of these appointments tvere 
niade without, friction. If the moves had been less tactfully made, or the 
men had been 1vanting in either personality or ability, trouble 1r10uld have 
resulted. 
The Local Superintendents vdll not be replaced as they retire and 
# The title of Area Superintendent of Distribution ~1d 
Local Superintendent of Distribution are used in this 
report to avoid confusion bet"tveen these t1:10 ·jobs,. The 
company does not actually use these titles, but calls 
all of them Superintendent of Distribution 
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their work will be handled by the Area Superintendent.. Thus the company 
can require men of higher qualifications to fill these positions., Al-
though this change had not been completed at the time of the corpora.te 
consolidation, the pattern had been set, and no alteration of this plan 
was necessary in order to make it fit into a desirable pl~n of organiza-
tion for the consolidated company .. 
·Reporting to each Area Superintendent there is a Planning and 
Records Department Supervisor "tv-ho, in some instances, is called a Distri-
bution Engineer., The departments supervised by these men have taken over 
most of the line layout and est:ilnating -vmrk that lvas formerly performed by 
the Local Superintendents, These departments also perform certain other 
functions "tvhich formerly vJere not done at all or inadequately done., 
As time goes on and opportunities present themselves the General 
Line Foremen, 1vhere they exist in local companies, are being replaced by 
General Line Foremen on an area basis. All but one of these changes has 
been consumated., As in the case of the Supervisors of the Planning and 
Records Departments the General Line Foremen report to the Area Superinten-
dents of Distribution., 
Each office of the company from -v1hich meter and appliance service 
"tvork is don~ has a supervisor in charge of these activities. This means 
that each Area Distribution Superintendent has fr~1 two to four Meter and 
Appliance Service Supervisors reporting to him., 
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Three of the offices are large enough so that transportation equip-
ment ma.intenance is done by company employees. In these three offices there 
are Transportation Supervisors who report to the Area Superintendent of 
Distribution., 
The Production Depa.rtment i~ the Ne"t<>r England Electric System Com-
panies j_s responsible for the generation and bulk transmission of power., 
Sizable generating facilities do not exist a.DYLvhere in the area of the con-
solidated company except in the central headquarters. Therefore the con-
solidation did not affect the Production Departmente 
The Iclerchandising a.nd Potver Sales Depa.rtments 1vere not affected 
by the consolidation as far as line organization 1r1as concerned.. 'rhose 
changes which did occur were the result of the creation of the Merchandiz-
ing and Power Sales staff organization and will be treated under that sec-
tion of the report., 
We have seen that over a period of many years a process of evolu-
tion .lvas going on steadily in the. same direction, and from this process 
emerged a form of management line organization which fitted in nicely with 
the requirements of a single consolidated company., Just at iihat time in 
this period the thought of an ultimate objective of complete consolidation 
into one company was conceived is unknol~, but it is quite probable that 
the process &-las 1r1ell along towards completion before it vras definitely 
knm-m that the nine ori~inal companies vihich formed the Central District 
of the New England Electric System would be consolidated into a single .re-
tail company., Probably the decision to consolidate was not made prior to 
1946. By that time the district had been operating for some time under the 
guida.nce of a District l1anager and four Assistant District Managers .. 
It b·Tas fortunate that the organization which developed during and 
after the acquisition of local companies should commend itself so ea.sily to 
the consolidation., The old organization provided a firm foundation which 
was united and revised vdth a minimum of transition difficulties. vlhat 
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seemed like good fortune on first observation revealed itself, upon analy-
sis, to be a logical sequence of evolution. The san1e needs and incentives 
that prompted the earlier moves to b1it the various operating companies to-
gether into a district, also prompted the eventual decision to consolidate 
those companies into a single company. As far as management line organiza-
tion was concerned consolidation wa.s not a change in the direction toward 
"t..:rhich these companies tfere moving, but was really a final step or crystali-
zation of tendencies which had been in effect for several years. 
IV. Manager and his Staff Organization - see chart 
These purposes did not pertain as far as management staff organi-
zation was concerned for this group was conceived at or about the smne time 
the decision was made to consolidate. In order to discuss staff organiza-
tion it is necessary.first to outline the activities of retail electric 
compru1ies, disclosing their organization divided by departments on a func-
tional basis. These activities are divided into five major departments. 
These are the Treasury, Distribution, Production, Merchandising, and Power 
Sales Departments., 
We have pointed out that one of the common problems of acquiring 
additional properties and consolidating them is that of standardization of 
methods, policies, and practices. No one man could possibly become inti-
mately familiar with the standard practices of the system pertaining to 
each of the above named five departments. Furthermore, although we refer 
to standard pt"actices, they are not standard in the sense that a specific 
well-defined, procedure has been worked out for all activities of each de-
partment. New practices are evolved from time to time and within limits 
variances occur in those practices that are well defined when for reasons 
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of size, location, ava.ilable facilities, precedent, and available per-
sonnel such variances afford a better and more economical solution of the 
problem at hand., 
To assist him on this work the President of the company has a . 
sta.ff composed of men, each of t·Jhom is intimately familie.r ]\.lj_th the work of 
a given department.. This staff is comprised of a Treasury Representative, 
a General Distribution Superintendent, a Production Superintendent, a :r.1er-
chandising J-1anager, and a Pot-Jer Sales Manager., Each of these men ma.y have 
one or more assistants as needed., It is also customary for the President 
to have em assistant who specializes on labor rela.tions I·JOrk and general 
personnel 1>rork .. 
Staff people act as consultants.. They advise and assist the 
line members of ma.nagement in the solution of organizational problems as 
't-Jell as specific non-routine engineering or operational problems. For in-
stance, under the Treasury Department the District .Treasury ~1an vrould rec-
o~~end to the President and the Vice President of a given area on the 
follo,;11ing practices: 
a.) ~lliether plant accounting work is to be continued at a 
given loce.l office or i'IThether this function is to be con-
solidated, all in one office. Such a recommendation if it 
is for consolida.tion, t'lTOuld include ways and means of ac-
complishing the change, including the solution of the per-
sonnel problems that wotud be presented by such a move. 
b o ) 1<fuether or not the company should change its method of 
billing so that all billing for the entire consolidated 
company would be handled in one place and the billing pro-
cedure to be employed. In this instance the gathering to-
gether in one office of a. la.rge volume of repetitive 1»1ork 
may offer opportunities for the use of special labor saving 
_machines, which could not be justified if this work were con-
tinued to be spread over many different loce.tions., 
c.) Standardization of collection procedures., 
He vmuld also be norme.lly responsible for cash estimates and 
forecasts required by the President., He should be very f&rriiliar v-Jith the 
operating practices and personnel of the Trea.sury Department in each of 
the various offices of the company" In order that he may function properly 
it is necessary that he be consulted before any changes are made which 
might affect his depa.rtment.. . 
The staff officer for the Distribution Department is the District 
Superintendent., His duties parallel those of the Treasury staff me.n quite 
closely, although there is one major difference., The District Treasury 
Representa.ti ve, in addi tj_on to reporting directly to the company President, 
also reports to a Treasury Executive in the Boston office.. There is no 
corresponding Distribution Executive in the Boston office to whom the Dis-
trict Superintendent of Distribution reports. The follo1dng are illustra-
tions of the types of problems worked on by this staff man: 
a .. ) Determination of size and number of the varj_ous line con-
struction cre'tvs operating out of each headquarters., 
b.) Changes in territories to be serviced by the various head-
quarters, if such changes csn result in economies or bet-
ter service to the publica 
c.,) General administrative studies and organizational planning 
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of the Meter Departments, Appliance Service Departments, 
Substation Maintenance Departments, and the local en-
gineering departments, knol~ as Planning and Records 
Departments., 
d.,) The design~ procurement, and maintenance of special-
ized equipment such as line trucks, street light patrol 
trucks, meter and appliance service trucks, and other 
vehicles used by the company. 
e.) He also acts as a lisison officer between the various 
Distribution Superintendents and the Engineering Office 
which is a department of the New England Power Service 
Company., 
f .. ) He gives genera.l supervision to the planning and con-
struction of all major distribution projects .. 
g.,) He assists the President and Vice Presidents in the 
formulation ofpolicies that have to do with the Dis-
tribution Department and its contacts vdth the general 
public .. 
The Production Department of the New England Electric System has 
charge of the generating and major tra.nsmission of electrical energy.. The 
majority of this function is performed by the wholesale .company, not by 
the retail companies., Ho1nrever, severa.l of the retail c om:panies m-m gen-
erating equipment., Usually such equipment m-med by a retail company is 
quite small in capacity and normally used for standby purposes only., There 
are two exceptions, hovJever, where sizable modern steam plants_ are 01'\;ned by 
retail compa.nies.. The steam station in 't'ITorcester is one of these cases .. 
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Since the majority of the electric pm·rer is manufa.ctured and transmitted 
by the New England Pou~er Company it is necessary the.t all generating plants 
come under the jurisdiction of this wholesale company., 
For these reasons there is no employee of the reta.:U company "'li•Tho 
serves as the Production Department member of the sta.ff of the consoli-
dated company" However, the Chief Engineer of the power plant in the 
area and the NevT England Po-v;rer Company's Production Superj_ntendent 'tvork 
very closely with reta.il compa.ny man8.gement snd perform this staff func-
tion as needed., 
A Merchandising Manager for the consolidated company is the 
staff man -vrho directs the sales activities of the company iJ:?. its various 
sales offices. He participates in the decision as to i"lhat appliances "'bdll 
be sold and formulates special sales plans and drives. As in the case of 
the other staff members he is largely responsible for the planning and or-
ganization of his department. He works with the Vice Presidents l,rho are 
the line executors in the various areas on all sales activities including 
advertising .. 
The Power Sales Group is comprised of a small number of highly 
specialized Sales Engineers 1-Jho deal tdth the company's commercial and in-
dustrial customers. They must be thoroughly conversant 1;.1i th the va.rious 
special rates and are available as consultants to the company's customers 
on problems involving the utilization of electric energy., These problen~ 
include the prep.~ms.tion of lighting layouts for commercial establishments, 
infra-red heat applications to manufe.cturing processes, heat treating met-
als, and commercial cooking applications.. Since the group is small and 
highly specialized the field engineers have their daily work more closely 
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directed by the staff man who heads up the group than is true of other 
departments previously discussed., 
, A Personnel Director completes the staff membership of the man-
agement organization.. The Personnel Department functions in a different 
-
manner th.:m any others in that it incorporates both staff and U.ne duties .. 
In none of the offices except the central office are there any persons 
vJhose duties are devoted to personnel 'tvork alone" In the centra.l office 
there is a staff of p3. rsonnel officers whose duties extend to all offices 
of the company, but they do not attempt to perform all of the personnel 
duties for the lcJhole company. In fact the majority of personnel problems 
'toJhich arise are handled by the management of the various areas, but 1rJith 
the advice of the central office staff men. 
The Personnel Director serves in an advisory capacity for a.ll 
labor relation problems of the company. He attends grievance meetings as 
a member of the management representatives, and also acts as management's 
secretary of the meetings.. The total area served by the compa.ny from the 
standpoint of labor representation is broken dm-m into five parts (as shown 
in chart), each being represented by a union local. The Personnel Director 
attends labor meetings in each of these areas. Prior tc the date of the 
actual management-union 1neeting, there is a conference of management to 
prepare its case and decide 'toJhat attitude it Hill take., The Personnel 
Director also attends these meet1.ngs as an advisor., 
wben no such staff person existed it was common practice for the 
unions to play one office against another., 'li'Jhenever they 1rdshed anything 
to be changed, they livould try to find a. precedent v.rhich had been created 
in some other office of' the company and cite that precedent as the justifi-
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cation of it in other areas.. Frequently the underlying circumstances of 
the tt·Jo cases 1c1ere sufficiently different to warrant different answers .. 
1rJith no p3 rson to act as a common denominator these differences could not 
be appreciated and therefore at times union demands were unwarrentedly 
granted or denied. 
He also acts as a liaison man between the Boston office and the 
personnel activities of the local company. It is his duty to contact the 
Boston Office when the local comp<my is dealing vdth union matters which 
might set a precedent ~1d be important to the rest of the system. Through 
these channels he keeps j_n contact Ni th developments in other areas and 
can act accordingly if similar situations arise. 
In addition to the formal duties outlined above he has informal 
duties which are even more important. He makes it his duty to see that he 
knmvs persone.lly the heads of the various locals and many of the members of 
the grievance boards. He ma.kes it a point to contact the union presidents 
frequently informing them of any and all changes Nhich are to take place, 
even though the changes may concern matters ,;-;rhich are purely management's 
preroga.ti ves" This is done to keep the union _officers fully a.cquainted 
ifJith all the fa.ctors concerning these ch~mges, thus avoiding any grievances 
which may stem from fa.lse or partial information .. At the same time he is 
frequently ab~ to gather unofficial opinions of union attitudes on various 
matters, uhich may be very helpful. 
He acts a.s an authority on interpretation of the union contracts 
and keeps the roster of seniority as called for under the contra.cts. In 
order to do this it is necessary ·that all 11C-sheets 11,s: affecting rostered 
r:~ 
if A 11C-sheet 11 is the.t form t'lhicn is used to authorize any 
change in title or rate of pay of an employee., 
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employees (those employees who come under the terms of the union contracts) 
be approved by hj~. 
Employee educational courses are organized and directed by the 
Personnel Director.. 1r.Ti th the· President's approval he decides t.uhat courses 
are to be nm; where they are to be run; arranges -for instructors 9 meeting 
nights, and location; and records v-Jhat courses have been taken by various 
employees., He pa.rticipates in and arranges sup;; rvisors 1 meet:ings .. 
As can be seen from the above the lines of authority in the man-
agement organization are quite complex, and a discussion of horrJ these oper-
ations are carried out is probably necessary. For illustrative purposes 
let us select the Distribution Department. In this depc:;rtment, as in all 
others, direct lines of authority emanate from the office of the President 
to the line organization headed by the various Vice Presidents, each one of 
1vhom is the top management official in his area, and is responsible for all 
management functions in that area. I~ach one of the Vice Presidents has a 
Superintendent of Distribution wJho is directly responsible for the opera-
tions of that depa.rtment in the various offices of his otm area. Report-
ing to the Distribution Superintendents are various other departmental 
supervisors, each one of iivhom directs certain functions of the Distribu-
tj_on Department.. These men usually perform the duties indicated by the 
follovdng titles: 
a.. Supervisor of the Planning and Records Department sometiines 
called Distribution Engineer 
b. General Foreman of Line Construction and Maintenance 
c., Heter Department Foreman 
d,. Appliance Service Foreman 
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e., Substation I<laintenance li'oreman 
f., Foreman of the Garage 
Beneath these departmental supervisors there are, when necessary, crew 
foremen or other first line supervisors .. 
Although the above organization is typical some variances are 
found a:s Hould be expected due to the size of the operation, to the abil-
ities and training of the individual supervisors, and to the precedents 
established in the years gone by. 
Staff organization may perhaps best be visualized as bridging 
across the line organization from the President to the Vice Presidents and 
in turn from ~hem to the Superintendents. Since staff men do not appear 
in the direct line of authority of a line organization, they are essential-
ly consultants. They never issue direct orders to anyone. In order to put 
into effect changes in policy, t-Jhich a staff man may desire, he must con-
vince the line organization concerned that the change proposed ~dll be 
beneficial. At first sight this type of organization would give the im-
pression that the staff man is seriously hampered because of his lHck of 
·authority., In actual practice this is not a detriment for today few 
arbitrary ideas are introduced successfully even in line organization. 
It is necessa.ry in line as well as staff organization to effec-
tively present a neviT program or innovation in such a. >-vay that all employees 
affected by the change understand it and believe in it., Then they usually 
vJill support it and vmrk tou-Ja.rds its effective operation. It has been re-
vealed through experience that the most carefully conceived plan may be a 
failure if it is not sympathetically received, 1-vhile a cumbersome one may 
succeed ii' the compa.ny personnel support and believe in it., 
6$ 
Just as staff management, in its advisory capacity, must convince 
line management of the worth of c:t gi 11en innovation, so line organization 
must have the support of its various levels., Therefore the success of an 
organization depends partly uponthe ability of all phases of management 
to ~rork in close cooperetion and to h&ve the support of all the employees. 
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CHttP'I'ER V 
TERRITORIAL CHANGES 
I. Territorial Division ~cior to Consolidation 
A. Background of Territorial Division 
1.. Formation of Worcester Company and Surrounding Companies 
Previously it ha.s been pointed out that one of' the important ad-
vantages of consolidation is the removal of artificial and restricting cor-
porate boundaries of the original companies e The grmvth of these companies 
area-tdse ha.s been previously discussed, and it should be evident from that 
discussion that the most efficient plan of servicing areas t'!Tas only one 
factor, which determined the expansion of any given company, and quite fre-
quently this factor was outweighed by other considerations. The past his-
tory of some of the Central District conij)anies illustrates this situation. 
Reference to the map on pa.ge shovnng the areas served by the various Cen-
tral District companies before consolidation discloses that the original 
Worcester Etectric Light Company is bounded on the north, east, and north-
west by individual municipal plants in each of five toi~S that border Wor-
cester in these directions. On the south and southeast it is bordered by 
three tot~s, vJhich were originally serviced out of Uxbridge and tvhich tvere 
part of an electric company, which had no m·mership affiliation with the 
original Worcester company. 
This situation at once gives rise to certain questions. How did 
it happen that the origina.l 11\Torcester Electric Light Company, t'IThich t:ras a.l-
ways a very prosperous concern, never expanded its territory and that the 
surrounding torn1s t~re served by other corporations? It is also quite evi-
dent that each of the five tm,ms vJhich have municipal plants could ha.ve been 
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served more economice.lly and efficiently if the original Worcester company 
had extended its facilities into these areas., The same situation is true 
of the three tovms served by the company ~ith headquarters in Uxbridge for 
though they bordered on vlorcester service ~vas supplied from an area which 
i'ras tt-renty to hrenty-five miles ar,;Fay. The reasons for these peculiar cir-
cu.mste.nces ·are hidden in the past of too many years ago_ in order to produce 
factual e.nsifers, but hearsay produces a solution 'tmich is so logical that 
it may be accepted as fe.ct .. 
1'\forcester vJas a sizable, thriving, industrial community at the 
time that the first electrical facilities torere installed. Therefore the 
company had been in operation only a short time before it bec&~e a prosper-
ous concern., A number of years vrent by before the company had expanded its 
services to cover the market available in the City of Worcester itself, and 
this market continued to grow very rapidly. Under circumstances of this 
sort there tfas little incentive to consider the exp:mditure of appreciable 
&~ounts of money in order to seek the markets presented by the surrounding 
tmms, which in those days must have appeared to be very sparse and un-
fruitful territories, when compared ld th the 1'1orcester city a.rea. Further-
more, the \"Jorcester company ~v<'l.S an independent company and did not have 
access to the advantages of a holding company to assist, in its financing 
problems. Since it was an independent organization not affilliated -vrlth 
any system or through a holding compa.ny vrith any other companies, the view·-
point of its managers and stockholders was purely a local one, and since 
they 'tvere appa.rently con .... '3ervative men, they vrere unt·Tilling to ris1~ ·their 
capital on ventures beyond the city limits. 
The Uxbridge company, on the ot,her hand, was one of the C. D .. 
Parker Companies, so that none of the above comments pertain to the think-
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ing of the management and mmership of this Ja tter group.. On the other 
hand, these men were very much system minded and they had pioneered suc-
cessfully the installation of electric facilities into to1ms that were 
more sparsely settled than the ones ~mnediately surrounding Worcester. 
Therefore they did not hesitate to seek franchises in the towns of Auburn, 
Millbury, and Grafton. 
Even after the Worcester company and the Uxbridge company had 
been acquired by the New England Pouer Association, nmv the New England 
Electric System, the original corporate boundaries still imposed hamper-
ing restrictions. It was not permissible to extend local distribution 
feeders across the city lines to Auburn or Millbury because the old Worces-
ter County Company had no franchise that would permit it to own, install, 
.or ma.intain equipment in these towns.. That franchise wa.s held by that com-
pany which originally had its headquarters in Uxbridge. The consolidation 
of these various companies all into one company lifts territorial barriers 
so that in the future services and facilities may be supplied from the 
nearest and most efficient headquarters vnthout regard to the old corporate 
boundaries., 
2. Gardner-Athol Case 
Referring again to the map on page another instance of the ad-
vantage of lifting corporate bounda.ry barriers may be seen in the northtvest 
area of the Central District Companies.. The Gardner Electric Light Company 
fonnally served the towns of Royalston, Warwick, New Salem, and Shutes-
bury. These tovms are much closer to Athol than they are to Gardner. As 
a matter of fact the highways are so located that tn order to reach these 
. areas from Gardner, it is necessary to drive through Athol, and the dis-
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_ ta.nce bet"l-reen these two cities is twent,y miles.. Therefore the Gardner 
headquarters is twenty miles further from the territory than the Athol 
headquarters.. The removal of the old corporate boundaries by the consoli-
dation of these· companies ha.s permitted them to be serviced from the near-
by headqua..rters • 
Efficient operation and good service are usually corelative to 
one another. Hence the territorial unification of these companies results 
in mutual bettern1ents for the operators and consumers alike. 
3.. i.'lfinchendon Case 
Referring aga.in to the map of the Central District Companies on 
page it 1rlll be observed that the i.'ll'inchendon company served the tot·m of 
·vJinchendon only.. The north side of the tmm is bordered by the state of 
Ne'lfj HHmpshire, but all the rest of its borders are adjacent to areas 
served either directly or indirectly by the Gardner Electric Company .. 
Since the tiinchendon area and load tvas relatively very small, 
this company could not hope to support on its mm payroll a. corps of men 
representing exp3 rt management, engineering, accounting_, legal and oper-
ating men., Therefore .the local ma.nager l'll'as hard pressed in his endeavors 
to try to satisfactorily perform all of these highly specialized duties, 
as well as carrying on the normal functions of a manager. The organiza-
tion tvas so small that it we-ts not sufficiently flexible to cope 1rl th the 
work peaks, which are inherent in this kind of business.. One small phase 
of this problem ~dll suffice to illustrate the difficulties of trying to 
operate in this manner, and the advantages to be obtained by consolida-
tion.. The \rlinchendon line crel'IT consists of only four J.llen including the 
:working supervisor.. The quantity of l-iork in this area does not justify 
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increasing this personnel. Occasionally when larger projects have to be 
constructed a contra.ct crei-T from the Ne~T England Pm·rer Service Company is 
utilized, but this crew remains in the Winchendon territory only long 
enough to complete the necessary project. This means that when severe 
stornm disrupt service there are availe.ble nonnally only the four men 
spoken of above to accomplish service restoration t-Tork. In event of 
sickness or vacation, and lightning storms come during the vacation :months, 
the absence of one of these men reduces the vwrking force to three. A fevJ 
years ago this company experienced the ca.se of a man 1d th a pr:olong:ed ill-
ness, reducing the t·rorking force to t1:...ro during the vacation period. 
In the electric utility business it is necessary to have one or 
tHo iororkmen on call all hours of the day seven days a vJeek to restore ser-
vice or to remove the possible hazard of live 1rJires in the street. The 
householder whose electric service goes off on a Friday night would be un-
vrllling to wait until the follovdng Monday morning for it to be restored. 
If a pole is smashed by an automobile, live vJires and debris ce.nnot be left 
on the highway until the next work day. It was therefore necessary for 
tvm of Winchendon's four linemen to be on call twenty-four hours a day. 
Employees are un\iilling to put up vdth restrictions of this sort for long 
perjods of time. During the e.bove mentioned vacation and sick."less period 
the vrorking foreman could not leave the tm·m of \olinchendon at any hour of 
the day or night for many iieeks., ~:-
Consolidation 1rrill permit the use of the Gardner personnel to 
back up and assist the servicing of the 1nlinchendon territory, thus render-
ing better service to the to1rm itself and easing the burden on the local 
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employees .. 
'I'he above mentioned cases illustrate the ty-pical problems im-
posed by the original corporate bounda.ries as trell as indicating some of 
the benefits to be derived by consolidation. Although there are addit:I.on-
a.l instances in other territories, the problems are similar to the ones 
above and vlill not be discussed. 
II" Problem of Naldng Terri tor:i.a.l Changes 
A., Public Relations 
It is essential that the customers in the areas affected acqui-
eseeto any changes in the method of serving them. The reason for these 
changes as cited above are too lengthy and impersonal for public presenta-
tion.. Therefore the advantages must be presented in simplified form in 
order to gain public acceptance, for ~nthout public support any changes 
might run into serious difficulty. Let us tru{e for example one of the 
tovms -vrhich had been for yea.rs ~ part of the Gardner Electric Company, 
and hence serviced from Garcl.ner, but vJhich under the nev1 plan would be 
part of the Athol area., We must first ask hova 1i~ill this change affect the 
individual customer? After the change a different meter reader will appear 
each month; if the ·customer ha:.s occasion to discuss his account, he -vlill 
find it is kept in the Athol office rather than the Gardner office; if he 
peys his bill by mail, he'll be asked to mail it to the Athol office rath-
er than the Gardner office, but he may pay his bill at a.ny company office 
or a.gency; if he lirlshes to give an order to have a meter turned on or off 
that order must go-to the Athol office; if he wishes to have an appliance 
repaired, it ~dll be handled by the Athol office and persofl..nel; service 
compla.ints or reports of service outage trill be to the Athol office, and 
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remedial vmrk vJ"ill be done from the nei·l location., 
It is first necessary to recognize that an appreciable portion 
of the general public will be a,pathetic to the change, and therefore they 
present no problem., Another group of people are instinctively a.dverse to 
change; change to them means a break in established habits and routines 1 
and they resent what to them is interference td th their established '!Pray 
of living, although the change may be very minor. In announcing the 
change, therefore, managem~nt should see to it that the announcement is 
cle~tr,~~ concise, and that it point,s out in a fe1.u words that the change 
vlill be benficial to the customer.. The follmdng might be a sample of 
such e.n announcement, which 't~Tould be printed upon a bill-stuffer, v-1hich 
goes out idth each month's bill. "After November 1st your electric ser-. 
vice will be rendered from our Athol office from 111 l'Iain St., Athol .. 
Telephone Athol 339.. This change is made in order that tve may serve you 
more efficiently., After the above date plee.se call this office for all 
electric company business. We. expect to be able. to render even better 
service from our ne1»1 office that we have been able to render in the past .. " 
The customer knoi~ i~.thout you pointing out to him that since the new 
office is nearer, l'llorkmen will not he.ve to travel so far.. He also lmm"lS 
that his communication cost vrlll be reduced.. In most instances a tele-
phone call to the old office vras a toll call. Since the new office is 
nearer the toll charge is either reduced or eliminated. 
Boards of Selectmen and Hight·Jay Superintendents usually should 
be visited by the local manager 1..rho will in the future be responsible for 
electric service in their toivns. If he does not know them personally, he 
should be accOm.panied by a representative from the old headquarters who is 
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personally acqua.inted i\>ith them in order that he ma.y be properly introduc-
ed.. A friendly call and a little attention from the manager himself tdll 
usually prevent resistance to the change building up in the minds of these 
officials., 
B. Personnel Problems 
~fuenever work is to be transferred from one headquarters to an-
other me.nage:ment is faced tdth the possibility of an excess of personnel 
in the headquarters from -vrhich tne lvork load is transferred a.nd a defi-
ciency of personnel in the headquarters to which the work is transferred., 
This can be a very real and difficult problem, but in these insta.nces it-
was of a minor nature and easily solved. Except under unusual circum~ 
stances it is usually inadvisable to adjust quantities of personnel by 
transfer from one office to another unless such a transfer also invol-
ves promotion., Employees resent being uprooted and transplanted and· 
sufficient incentive must be provided, if they are to accept the change 
gre.ciously.. 1'he statement is probably not true of all work people, but 
it is true of public utility employees because of the sta.bility and long 
term duration of their employment., In those instances, ''There v-mrkload 
vms to be transferred from one headquarters to another, this situation t•ra-e 
recognized well in advance., Furthermore, the quantity of work to be trans-
ferred 1;.ras not e:Kcessively large, when compared 1,1ith the original v-mrkloads 
of the offic~involved. It was, therefore, not difficult to avoid re-
pla.cement or build up of employees in those locations where the work load 
v-ras to diminish, while building up correspondingly in those locations 
Nhere the ;.;rorkload was to increase .. 
Transfer of personnel should also be avoided as it presents a 
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union problem. Although the Worcester County Electric Company employees 
all belong to the same union, they are represented by several different 
locals, each one of vlhich has jurisdiction over a certain portion of the 
comp<my's area., ·When an employee is· to be transferred from one a.rea to 
another, this must be negotiated 1dth the locals concerned.. 'rhe local 
representing the area. to 1•rhich the employee is being transferred, usually 
resists such a change, for it feels that the vaca.ncy should be awarded to 
one of its 01;-m members, vrho may be looking for such an opening as a pro-
motion.,~} Furthermore, there is· always the problem of the seniority sta-
tus of the transferred employee. Contracts ~rlth the Brotherhood of 
Utility i'.forkers provide for seniority rosters. 'l'hese rosters include 
employees holding jobs, which have a common relationship as far as work 
content is concerned. For instance, the Line Department ~oster would in-
clude Groundmen, Driver-Groundmen, Apprentice Linemen, I,inemen 2nd class, 
Linemen 1st class, Troublemen a.11d Head ·Linemen., Progression charts sholv 
the movement betlireen these various jobs ~rithin the roster.. If vJe assume 
that the employee to be transferred is a lineman 1st class with five years 
of e~~erience as such, he must be placed in the roster of the office of 
his new work location in a position commensurate ~vith his length of ser-
vice, if his seniority rights are to be protected. This could very trell 
place him ahead of some of the existing employees in that office. They 
frequently object to such a move. 
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C., Physical Facilities Problem 
1., Better Utilization of Facilities 
The remova.l of the artificial barriers imposed by corporate 
boundaries removes certain restrictions, which vdll permit the continued 
eJ~ansion of the physical facilities of the distribution system along 
more economical lines than vJas previously possible., Customers, 1r1ho may 
loca.te nee>r the borders of a given tovm., may be em apprecia.ble distance 
from the existing distribution lines of that tmm., but they may also be 
imraediately adjacent to existing facilities in the next town. Pr:ior to 
consolidation it was frequently necessary to make a long.,and more costly 
extension of lines to serve such customers, because the short extensj_on 
N·ould involve feedj_ng from the terri tory of one company to e.nother., Such 
a feed 't'iBS sometimes done but inYol ved intercompemy billing and duplica.te 
meterings With the removal of these barriers the engineers are given a 
free hand in their t,rork of designing the expansion of the distribution 
system as a whole in a most efficient and economica.l manner., 
2.. Case of Royalston and Wartvick 
As an illustration, the to1.m of Royalston is fed by a long 2300 
volt feeder from the Baldvdnsville Substation '!.vhich is loc&.ted in the tmm 
of Templeton. 'rhis substation in turn is fed by a 13,000 volt feeder from 
Gardner. If it l'rere not for the barrier of corporate boundaries 1ivhich ex-
isted years B.go when these feeders were installed, Roya.lston could have 
been fed directly out of the .Athol Substation which is only about one-
third the distance a\iJay" Such a procedure would have been less expens·i ve 
and more convenient. Referring again to the mf!p on page of the Central 
District Companies before consolidation, it is evident that the tovm. of 
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~'lartdck is tiventy-five miles from Gardner, but it is directly north of and 
adjacent to the town of Orange, u-rhich is part of the Athol territory .. 
Since Wartd.ck 't'l!'as so fa,r distant from Gardner, and since this is sparsely 
settled terri tory, it was more economica,l to install a very small special 
substation for the town than it was to build distribution lines a.ll the 
r.v-ay from Gardner.. This V'Jas possible bece.use a double 66,000 volt trans-
mission line ran through the towm of Waridck bringing power from Vernon 
hydroplant on the Connecticut River to Pratt's Junction Slvitching Station 
just north of Worcester. Even a small substation, located on a 66,000 
volt transmission line, is very costly to build. By the time that the 
:mcd.n transmission lines have been tapped 1id.th suitable air bree.k s1dtches 
and automatic throw over devices and the substation equipped ~dth trans-
formers 'lirith a 66,000 volt winding, the cost 'td.ll have mounted to 100,000 
dollars for even the smallest and simplest of thest' substations., Compare 
this method of feeding WarttTick with the simple expediency of extending a 
distribut:i.on feeder from the Orange Substation, a distance of about s:i.x 
miles, and the advantages of removing corporate barriers becomes very 
evident., 
P.ctually the consolidation did not pose a,ny problems of physi-
cal facjlities as far as transmission and distribution substations V'Jere 
concerned.. On the other hend it is helping to solve problems by remov-
ing the barriers that formerly eJristed., 
3.. Preparation for Consolidation of Physica,l Facilities 
The question of physical facilities such as distribution build-
ings including garages, storehouses, meter rooms, appliance service hea.d-
quarters, d:i_stribution engineering headquarters, and the like had to be 
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considered. At first thought it would seem as though the transxer of 
terri tory and hence uork loe.d from one headquarters to another Hould r-e-
sult in ine.dequate facilities in one location and unused facilities in 
the other. This could have happened, but did not. Once again the fact 
the>t the 1vork load transferred did not represent a major portion of the 
~-mrkloa.d in &my headquarters plus the fact that long range planning 't'ias 
used prevented these types of difficulties from materializing. As far 
ba.ck as the year 1947 a study had been made on manpmJer needs ;~t 1,yhich in-
eluded the effect upon members of personnel to be expected by certain pro-
posed transfer of ax·eas.. Therefore, as far back as five years prior .to 
any consolidation the major area transfers li'Jere knmm.. 
'rhe electric _utility business has grmm steadily at a pace of 
about 7% each year when measured in terms of kilovJatt hours sold., ~P.t This 
means that the compa.nies physical facilities, which house its offices, 
gara.ges, engineering departments, storerooms, etc .. , gra.dua.lly become in-
adequate and must be expanded. Very little expansion of facilities took 
place during the tv:renty-one years :ixnmediately prior to consolidation. 
During the thirties financial conditions were such that expenditures for 
this purpose 't•rere avoided if possible. From 1940 to 191.~6 the livar prevent-
ed the procurement of materials for purposes of this sorto Therefore at 
the t:Lme of the study, 1'lhich ,;-vas made in 1947, these facilities in all 
offices were definitely inadequate or very close to it. Under circum-
stances of this sort management had only to confine its expansion activi-
ties to those areas 1-vhere u-mrk loads ~;·rould be increased or unchanged and 
it could be sure that it 1•rould make no mistakes by over building.. Even 
{*" 12, p. 1-10 
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in those offices where the area serviced ~ms to be decreBsed the ~rrorkloa.d 
had grmm sufficiently in the remaining area so that the physicB.l fac::i.li-
ties 'trere not more than adequate by the time consolidation had taken place. 
Since the determinetion of adequacy of fad.ltties is largely a function o£ 
the number of personnel t'rorking in a given office or 'tvorkinF out of e. giv-
en headquarters, the personnel study previously mentioned becomes basic 
for the approach to both personnel and physical facility needs. 
4. Determ.ining Need for Personnel and Physical Facilities 
In the Distribution Department the number of meter men needed 
can be mathematically determined-as a ratio of the.number of meters in ser-
vice 't-rith allov1ance for load growth. 'I'he Appliance Service Depe.rtment in 
turn is largely a function of tradition and competition in each community,. 
Therefore fixed ratios should not be used when determining a workload for 
this group. The Line Department is by :far the most important one for de-
termining need for total personnel or physical facilities. The follow-
ing portions of a report t'llritten August 20, 19l+7 by the District Superin-
tendent of Distribution, and entitled "Study of Line Personnel - District 
Consolidation and Future Needs, 11{~ seem to be 1-vorth quoting as they con-
tain statistical data and a method of approach which may be of benefit to 
others. 
"The following statistics will be of assistance in appraising • 
our present position \'llith respect to quantity of total line personnel in 
the Central District.. In these statistics we use as our norm the condi-
tions existing in the yea.r 1940. At that time we had one hundred and 
t't·renty effective linemen in the Central District .. We also had 3,421 
-~ 12, P• 3-5 
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miles of line., Therefore, we had a re.tio of twenty-eight miles of line 
per effective lineman., At the end of 1946 we had one hundred and eighteen 
linemen but 3,747 miles of line. This increase in the miles of line and 
decrease li1 the number of linemen has changed the ratio so that it has be-
come thirty-one miles of line per lineman. This is an increase of almost 
117C:., We estimate tha.t by 1950 it '!rdll be necessary to add to our present-
miles of line so that the figure at that time 'lrdll be 21% greater than it 
was in 1940., Actually our present rate of expansion, if continued, will 
attain this figure by the end of 1948. At that time, if we do not in-
crease our line personnel, the ratio will become thirty-five miles of 
line per lineman., This 'ltiould require an increase in production per line-
ma.n of 25% as compared ~dth 1940 standa.rds., I believe this is impossible 
to attain and, therefore, an increase j_n the number of personnel must be 
made., It is rny belief that a ratio of thirty-one miles of line per line-
man is a proper figure., In order to check the reasonableness of this 
figure I have obtained information from the Malden territory and the 
Narragansett district for comparison. 
11In Malden the ratio is 2; .. 2 miles of line per lineman, and it 
was 26.,5 miles in 1940., This is, of course, much more help than I am rec-
onnnending that we have for the Central District., Hmiever, this difference 
is probably justified because in tha.t terri tory the number of poles per 
mile is much greater and the runount of construction per pole is much 
greater than in this district, therefore, more workmen per mile would be 
needed. In the Narragansett area, which includes a lot of rural terri-
tory, the present ratio is 33 .. 5 miles per lineman. This, in the opinion 
of the people at Narragansett, is excessive, and they are nmv in the proc-
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ess of training fourteen apprentices which will reduce thi·s ratio., It, 
therefore, appears that the proposed figure of thirty-one checks reasonab-
ly well 1d th these other areas" 
"l.nother factor 1...rhich makes a careful study of personnel plan-
ning very desira.ble at this time is the proposed consolidetion of vari-
ous operating companies., If this is consumated vie h'ill no longer have 
the artificial barriers imposed by corporate boundaries, and it tdll be 
possible to service areas in a more logical manner than heretofore. 
"Such a study then should be used to determine vThere the addi-
tional linemen are needed and what territories are to be serviced out of 
each headquarters., It is proposed to have major line crew headquarters 
in the follm...ring locations: Leominster or Fitchburg, Gardner, Athol, Pal-
mer, Southbridge or Webster, Milford, Marlboro and Worcester., Minor head-
quarters ~dll be in the follovdng locations: Pepperell, Clinton, Barre, 
East Longmeadow, Wave, Webster or Southbridge, Uxbridge, Franklin, Spencer 
and 'Vlinchendon., At a later date it ma.y be possible to do away with minor 
headquarters in iilfinchendon, but this should not be done un·t.il the first 
stage of reorganization has been completed., 
"In areas serviced by minor headquarters it is proposed to do 
all large neiv construction and maintenance jobs from the major headquar-
ters associated l·dth that areao Day to day service vrork, emergency re-
pairs, small line extensions, and normal maintenance will be done by the 
cre1-1s opera.ting from the minor headquarters. It is proposed that the · 
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miles of line per lineman for the minor headquarters be increa.sed from 
the average figure of thirty-one to forty-sixo In the major headquar-
ters the nQ~ber of linemen vdll be detennined by dividing the miles of 
line in the area completely serviced by this headquarters by thirty-one, 
and then adding to this amount the miles of line in all minor headquar-
ters partially serviced from this major headqua.rt.ers divj_ded by ninety-
three. In this manner a headquarters 1rJith a t-otal of ninety-three mile·s 
of line 't'liould have ninety-three divided by thirty-one or three linemen 
if it were completely self-sufficient. Since minor headquarters are not 
self-sufficient and since they receive assistance from the existing major 
headquarters ~1e 'tvould reduce the allotment of linemen to the minor head-
quarters by dividing the miles of line by forty-six instead of thirt.y-one, 
thus, allo1odng only t'tvO linemen locally. 'II'J"e divide this same ninety-
three miles of line by ninety-three giving one lineman which would be the 
personnel assigned to a major headquarters to compensate for tha.t portion 
of the l-Jork to be done for minor headquarters. 11 
From the illustrations quotea it is quite evident that the re-
moval of corporate boundaries eliminates barriers,·which in .the past have 
seriously restricted effj_cient design and operation of the distribution 
system., One of the detrimental effects has been to deny to the distribu-
tion engineers the use of the shortest ru1d most efficient routes in the 
design of feeder layouts, substations, and the like. In the first chapter 
it t".fe.s pointed out th8t the electric utility business is one 1<-Jhich inher-
ently requires very large amounts of inve.sted capital., Imy barrier i·lhich 
prevents the use of the shortest, most efficient, direct route for a 
feeder materially increases the need for invested capita.l, in order to 
obtain a given amount of revenue. Therefore, these barriers a.ggravated 
a vulnerable situation, for the unnecessarily long lines resulted in in-
creased imrestment costs, increased taxes, incre~tsed maintenance, in-
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creased losses of energy and capacity, and less efficient operation, 
because the company's "tvorkmen had to t,rave~ unnecessarily long distances 
to and from their daily work in the field.. The jmportance of selecting 
the shortest possible route may be realized v.rhen the follm-.ring costsi~ 
are considered.. •rypical on high'tvay construction costs a.pproximately 
::~7 ,ooo., per mile for light construction and as much as ·iiil2,000., per 
mile for heavy construction, while transmission line construction on pri-
va.te rights of way trill frequently -cost a.s much as 'ii>26,ooo. per mile .. 
If 1:ve again refer to the Athol-Gardner problem 1vherein the route dictated 
by ·corporate boundaries 'tvas tv1enty miles longer than the shortest route 
the importance of this feature ca.n-be appreciated .. 
i~ 17 
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CHAPTER VI 
FUNCTIONAL CHANGES nr THE TREASURY DEPA .. J:tTNENT 
I. Explanation of Functional Changes 
The prev:ious chapters have discussed organizational and terri-
torial changes that 'tvere either permitted by or necessitated by the con-
solidation. There is another type of change, lvhich consolidation permits 
that is p:: rhaps best described as a functional change, because it has to 
do i\'d. th different methods of performing certain functions, which are a 
part of the daily routine work of operating an electric utility. 
It i'Tas stated that functional changes usue.lly are permitted by 
consolidation, not nec~ssitated by it. Therefore, the timing of func-
ticnel changes may be determined by the desirability of the ch::mge., Some 
of the functional ·changes, 1-vhich he.ve been a.ccomplished or are contem-
pla.ted,. are as follm~s. 
II., :Functional Changes Invol Ying Preparation of Books and 
Reports. 
A.. Discontinuance of Company Books and Reports 
Perhaps the outstanding functional change brought about by con-
solida.tion j_s the discontinuance of the keeping of company books and re-
ports; one set for E:a.ch of the original corporations and the substitution 
of one consolidated set of books and reports for the combil1ed operation. 
The benefits of such a cha.nge are obvjous, but there are some detriments 
as t..YelL Although bookkeeping costs 't-Jere reduced becau:;:e of the el:iJnina . .;.. 
tion of ma.ny of the original reports, the consolidated reports do not 
furnish management 1idth as much information as the several individual 
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company reports formerly did., Cost trends and abnormalities are much 
more difficult to analyze or find V>rhen these statistics a.re e.ll lumped 
together., vlith consolidated books it ·is no longer possible to make sta-
tistical comparisons betl'men the various portions of the consolidated 
company. If a given operating cost shm'is a. tendency to rise, it is much 
more difficult to find out why, because there is no ''ray of telling what 
portions of the company's terri-tory are contributing to the increasing 
costs., Furthermore, it is possible to have rising costs in one a.rea 
and declining costs in another, so that these tt,ro conditions neutralize 
each other, and no change shows in the consolidated sta.tements. For 
these reasons the mana.gement of an opera.tion that is proposing consoli-
dation should give careful considera.tion to the question of report de• 
tail before approving a proposed procedure for a consolidated set of 
books and reports.. Certain statistics are vital for proper management 
control, and these statistics should be kept in sufficient detail by 
areas to provide the basic information of proper management functions, 
even though this deta.il v-Jill nullify some of the savings to be expected 
from the consolidation of the company's books.. There will be a tendency 
on the pa.rt of certain individuals to want to reta.in all of the break-
dolms, which formerly were available when all of the companies were each 
keeping a separate set of books., This extreme is no more justifiable 
than the opposite one under which all comparative data is lost .. 
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Bo Objectives of a. Consolidated Bookkeeping and 
Report System 
A reasonably good approach to this problem seems to be outlined 
in the follovling statements.,-!~ 
a .. ) Decide vJhat operations are subject to control.. Such things 
a.s taxes, costs of materials, costs of purchased power, pay 
rates, and the like are not controllable by management. The 
company must pay the prevailing rate or market. Such things 
as the al!lount, of tree clearance 'L·JOrk, the amount of free ser-
vice, the total number of employees, the ra.tes charged for 
ctppliance repair vJOrk, the amount spent for meter modernizE~.­
tion, are a.ll items which are somevJha.t controllable .. 
b.,) Decide t~hich of these operations a.re probably liable to 
fluctuate remembering that a requirement of territorial 
breakdo~wa of cost records for an item, which in the past 
has proved itself to be relatively st::;.ble, ~dll result in 
the obtaining of records, '!evhich are seldom used, so that the 
value of such a record ·is not worth the cost of keeping it .. 
c .. ) Try to set up a bookkeeping system so thc:,.t a breakdown of 
costs may be obtained from the basic record, if needed, but 
do not require that statistics be compiled in detailed re-
port form ea.ch month., It is usuc:tlly cheaper to prepare de-
tailed analysis as and "t'IThen they are needed,. 
d.,) If the operation is la.rge enough, the use of a machine book-
keeping Sj~tem, such as the I.BoMe system, lends itself very 
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well under these principles. 
III. Consolidation of Customer Billing 
A .. Methods of Customer Billing 
Prior to the consolidation customer billing work 1vas performed 
in nine different offices.,* The process of billing was essentia.lly as 
.follorm.. :f..ieter reading route books must be kept strictly up-to-date., 
All neiv accounts being kept posted on a current be.sis, for ea.ch pa.ge in 
the meter reading route book there is an addressograph plate, TrJhich 
matches the route book page as far as name, address, floor, meter num.ber, 
and folio nuJnber is concerned. 1PJhile the route books are being rea.d by 
the meter readers, an addressograph clerk runs off the sections of address-
ograph plates, t-Ihich correspond to the route books being read the.t day. 
These pla.tes imprint the address and other pertinent data on blank bills .. 
Upon receipt of the blank bills and meter reading route books the billing 
clerks, by use of a billing machine, enter the current reading and date 
and previous reading and d.e.te.. The machine then subtracts these trro and 
converts the kj.lowe.tt hours into dollars and cents at the proper rate" 
The bill is then checked against the customer's ledger record, and any 
previous unpaid balance or merchandise charge is added., Then the bill is 
inserted into a t'ifindot'i type envelope, pa.ssed through a mailing machine, 
and mailed., \iork of this sort involving strictly repetitive opera·t.ions 
in large volu.me lends itself to mechanization, but the special machines 
necessary are extremely costly. Therefore, if money is to be saved the 
greatest amottnt of utilization possible must be obtained from such a 
machine .. 
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B., Changes in Prc,cedure 
The Worcester County Electric Company is in the process of con-
verting to post card billing, which affords an appreciable saving, when 
contrasted t-dth the old procedure outlined above., In order to obtain 
the maJ<~imum arnount of sav1.ngs, the billing v10rk must be concentrated in 
one office.~- This has the disadvantage that meter reading route boolts 
must be shipped back and forth detily as they are used from each office 
out of lvhich meter readers ivork to the ~'ITorcester office where the bill-
ing is done. Some ingenuity was exercised in accomplishing the transfer 
of route books to a.nC'. from the i".Torcester office.. It Nas found that bus 
lines, running between Worcester and some of the other offices, were ~dll­
ing for a small fee to transport these books very quickly and reliably. 
Company messengers met the busses to deliver and receive the packages., 
Addressograph plates are also consolidated in the Worcester 
office. .1\.ddi tions, removals, and changes of customer accounts, ivhich 
occur each month, ere made by adding, r emovi.."lg, or altering the pages of 
the route book.. Tb.ese changes are then tra.nsferred to the addressograph 
file using the altered route book as the source of infonna.tion. 
IV., Consolidation of Plant Accounting 
A., Federal Pmver Co!nmission Jurisdiction 
The Federal Pm..rer Commission has ruled that electric utilities, 
"t-Jhich engage directly or indirectly in interstate activities, must come 
tuader their jurisdiction. There have been numerous cases in the courts 
for the purpose of defining just i'ITha.t activities constitute sufficient 
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reason for Federal Power Co~uission jurisdictione Some of the former 
Central District companies had been ruled a.s coming under F.P.C .. juris-
diction. Consolidation automHtically extended this requirement to the 
rest of the company, for the court.s have ruled that even though a small 
portion of a company's a.ctivities are involved in interstate commerce, 
the entire company is subject to F.P.C. regulation. 
B •. Consolidation of Plant Accounting at the 
Central Office 
One of the requirements of F.P .. C. regulation concerns the com-
pany's plant accounting records. This requirement makes it necessa.ry to 
set up an entirely neH set of plant books substantiated by both field in-
ventory and existing records. Therefore, the process of consolidation 
requires the preparation of company books on the F.P .. C. basis a.s '\Hell as 
the associated field inventory,. This vmrk must be done by a corps of 
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plant accountants, inspectors, and engineers especia.lly trained for the 
purpose. In view of these circumstances it was very logical to consoli-
date plant accounting acti-v-ities in one location at the central office, 
so as to be assured that e.ll plant a.ccounting in the future would be done 
so that it -vmuld conform to the F .P .c. system that has been prescribed.,~~ 
In order t.o accomplish this objective, it is necessary that all completed 
,,rork orders together t--rlth their priced labor, material, and. transportation 
charges be fonv-arded to the plant accounting office in lliTorcester. These 
t--mrk orders become the source of entries in the plant books and are re-
tained as permanent exhibits available to the government t;Luditors as 
back up for the book entries. 
V., Functional Changes in the Payroll Depe.rtment 
In addition to preparing the i·reekly and monthly pay checks for 
the company's employees, the Payroll Department is charged ~vith ths re-
sponsibility of distributing these payroll charges over the many accounts 
that are required by F .. P .. c. and D.P.U. regulations., There are many of 
these accounts, and they are broken dmm in e,reat detail, ·but they may be 
considered in three main categories. The first is the group of capital-
i ze~tble i terns., Charges to these accounts are assetable, and they are dis-
tributed by the Pa:;;rroll Department as charges to specific l·rork order nu.'Tl-
bers, these n~'T!bers being the ones that appear upon the workmen's time 
slips. 
The second group is comprised of the maintenance accounts, 
which are again very numerous and carefully defined by the regulatory 
bodies. For instance, there is e. sepa.rate maintenance account for each 
of the follmdng:- repcdrs to meters, transformers, street light fixtures, 
i·mod poles, crossarms, 1dres, lightning arresters, undergrc·1.Hld conduits, 
1mderErotu1d cables, and a host of others. 
The third group j_s the operating or utilization accounts to 
which is charged the payroll time necessary to perform duties like the 
follmdngt- installing and removing meters and transformers (except for 
the original installation 1r:rhich is asseted), testing of meters, patrol-
ling and replncing of street lights, keeping of routine clerical records, 
tree tr:L1J'll11:tng, inspecting and testing of poles and lines, keeping custo-
mer's ·accounts, supervisory l~tbor not directly associa.ted vJith a. specific 
capital project, load tests and certain kinds of engineering studies, 
accounting work, and many other similar items. All pa.yroll charges in-
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creased by their proper percentages compulsory insurance, sicln1ess And 
vacat~_on charges, retj_rerr:ent annuity benefits, a."ld the like must be dis-
tributed to the proper accounts as i.ndicated above. The two groups inter-
ested in receiving these charges as one source of entry for their vmrk are 
the acc"ountants, 1-Jho keep the company's books a.Yld prepare its financial 
statements, and the plant accountants, who keep the company's capital 
plant records., Since both of these functions are performed in the central 
office in )1forcester, and since both departments in their dc:dly 1-rork re-
quire close contact 1dth the Payroll Department, it was very logical to 
consolidate the Pa;yroll Department at the central office 5 also. 
As time goes on experience may disclose other functional changes, 
which may offer efficiencies and economies. At present, hmvever, there 
are no additional ones contemplated for the Treasury Depe.rtment .. 
CFJJ.-:>TER VII 
FUNC'riONAL CHANGES IN THE DISTRIBU'riON DEPA.RTl'1El\JT 
I., Nature of Changes in the Distribution Depe.rtmsnt 
IV!ost of thE ii·mrk of the Distribution Department does not lend 
itself to functional changes made possible by consolidation., ~i- The in-
centive for such a change would normally be based upon a repetitive task, 
which, ~n1en properly performed, in great volQme permits the use of spec-
ialj"zed equipment to rec_uce the unit cost of the operation,. Consolida-
tion presents an opportunity of grouping together et sufficient nu.mber of 
these tasks in order to obtain the_ volume necessary,. HoNever, one of the 
requisites of such a prc>"ctice is that the i:iOrk may be performed in one 
specific location., The buildL"lg and repair of pole lines, the installa-
tion of meters, the repair of consumers' ranges or refrigerators, the 
building and maintenance of substations, end ma.ny other items, vJhich rep-
resent a lBrge proportion of the work task performed by the Distr~bution 
Department, are a.ll tasks that must be performed "on locat.ion. 11 They 
are not tasks that may be performed in a factory or office, nor are they 
repetitive in t.he sense that customer bi.lling is repetitive., The tasks 
are tailored to adapt themselves to the circumsta.nces that surround them .. 
Even meter installation work is slightly different in each house., Hmv-
ever, there are e. fe't~ portions of the Distribution Department 1 s work that 
do offer some economies through the medium of consolidation., 
II.. I"ieter Testing a.nd Repair 
A.. Accuracy and Care Required by Work 
It is customary to test. 't·:ratthour mete:rs periodically.. Domestic 
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type meters are usually tested, and if necessary recalibrated, once in 
seven or ei~?ht years.. 'l'his ivork vJas formerly done on the consumer's 
premisAs by trf.nreling meter testers.. Hm-JeYer, in recent yee.rs there has 
been a. definit,e trend tov1arcl. performing this ~v-ork jn a meter shop,. Th:i..s 
necessitates exchange of the_meter for test, the meter removed being re-
turned to the shop v1here the test and recalibrat:j_on 1v-ork is performed., 
This operation includes the surface cleaning of the meter, taking an "e.s 
found" test, removal of the register, examination of the jenv-el bearings, 
reassembly, high potential test, recalibration, and an "as left" test. 
lrJhen this uork u-1a.s performed on the consumer 1 s premises, removal and clean-
ing of the register, exall1ination of the ,jel·Jel bearings, and high potential 
testing could not be performed., If the register ivere dirty or if the bear-
ing 'f-Jere defective, the meter was found to be slmif due to excessive fric-
tion., The meter tester then tried to compensate for this fr:i.ct,ion by ad-
. ,justment of the meter., Since friction caused in this manner is not con-
stant, such a pl"actice me.de the meter· inaccurate at timeso In the meter 
shop the meter can be opened in a dust free atmosphere· as contra.sted v-Jith 
the relatively dirty conditions that exist in the typical cellar. Usu-
ally it is better never to open a meter than to remove its cover in dir-
ty surroundings., If the testing and repair of all of the domestic type 
meters of the Worcester County Electric Company can be consolidated in one 
shop, a production line operation ca.n be instituted, which should reduce 
the cost per meter for this type of -vmrk. There are ava.ilable register 
cleaning .machines, 'vhich will quickly dissolve all accumulB.ted dirt in 
a solvent, rinse and then dry the register. Jewel bearings similar to 
those in a l·Tatch can be clea.ned and examined for roughness, wear, and 
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cracks under a microscope, and the assembled meters tested automatically 
on a test board, while the operator is prepa.ring the next meter for the 
test run., oil-. 
B. Centraliza.tion of il'lork at Company Shops 
~iork of this sort is now performed at seven different loce.tions 
in different offices throughout the Uorcester County Electric Company 
territory.. Some increase in efficiency may be e:Jrpected if the v1ork 1?ere 
to be consolidated, but it has not yet been decided -vrhether this saving 
vrlll be sufficient to ·more than offset the cost of tra.nsport:tng the 
meters to c>nd from the central headquarters., Demand type meters, 1-Jhich 
are used for measuring the electr:tcal energy to the larger pov1er and in-
dustrial customer~, are equipped Ni th a device, 1,rhich records the ma..."'Ci-
mum demand durj.ng t;my fifteen minute interve.l in the month as 11ell as 
the kilowatt hours usede 1~e customer's bill is determined from both the 
demand reading and the kilmv-att hour reading., Neters of this type are 
tested nmch more frequently, usually on a one year or hm ~rea.r .basis., 
De!lla.nd devices are intricate, and must be serviced by an expert techni-
cian.. If they fail to perform properly, during only one fifteen minute 
interval in them onth, the registration may be in error .. ~~- Since demand 
devices if not prope-rly maintained, can occasiona.lly perform. improperly 
for one interval, t¥hile performi.ng correctly during preceding and follmdng 
intervals, it is considered e;ood practice to giire them a test run of sever-
al hours duration.. If this is done individually by a. h.ighly skilled 
technician, demand meter testi.ng costs can be very expensive., It is pro-
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posed to perform all demand meter repair and test work at the central of-
fice in 1'1forcester where a specia.l test board has been built so that sev-
eral meters can concurrently run through a test of many hours durat:J.6n 
automatically. This boa~~d will permit twenty-four hour continuous test 
intervals even though no operator is present. 
C. Central Purch<".sing and Distributing Agent 
The lrJorcester County Electric Company proposes to have all 
meters purchased by and delivered to the central office.. r1eter stocks in 
the other offices lfdll be reduced to the amount needed for relati.vely 
short time intervals and to only meters frequently used., Large capacity 
and special meters will be stocked in Worcester. Two years ago a study 
'tvas made under 1?hich the value of the meters in stock in the various of-
fices o:f the \1Jorcester County Electric Company was compared vd th the val-
ue of meters in stock in a similar sized company having a central meter 
department. The company vdth the central meter depe.rtment had a much 
sm&.ller stock. The carrying cha"rges of the exce.ss stock of the ~iorcester 
County Electric Company figured at 12% amounted to :1~13,000 .. per year .. * 
III.. Consolidation of Appliance Shop li>Jork and Stock 
A.. Consolidated Shop Work 
Some of the offices of the Worcester County IUectri.c Company 
from v1hich appliance service 1omrk is done do not have sufficient volume 
of shop tmrk to tvarrant the employment of a shop man.. Shop 'tforl{ normal-
ly consists of the repair of 11traffic 11 appliances such as toasters, flat-
irons, grills, percolators, and the like. Also non-automc;.tic washing 
machines frequently can be rep:l.ired more economically in a shop, if major 
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repairs a.re involved., In these offices shop "tvork is .done by the first-
class repair:m.en as fill-in i·mrk. 'lPJhen the· volume of business in such 8. 
smc.ll headquarters becomes sufficiently great so that the present em-
ployees cannot. handle it 't~rithout overtime umrk, i.t is planned to obta:i.n 
the lol:'ld re~ief by having the traffic appliances transported to the near-
eDt adjacent office, ivhich has a shop man and 1'Jhich has capecity enough 
to take on additione.l lrJO:rk. Appliance service ';,mrk, like all other custo-
mer service i.VOrk, has peaks and valleys, B.nd the peaks in one office do 
not necesserily coincide 1,-rl.th ·the peaks in another office.. Therefore 
such a plan t-lill tend to give some flexibilj_ty to the organization. 
B. Consolidation and Control of Stock 
Appliance Service Supervisors have ahvays been required to ex-
tend themselves in rendering good service to the public.. For a perj.od of 
about seven years cluring and after the v1ar, one of the chief problems. of 
these supervisors was the procurement of appliance repair parts., These 
circumstances led to ~t condition of overstocldng Hhen parts finally 
could be procured with the result that a recent inventory discloses a bad 
condition of overstock in obsolete and semi-obsolete partso Also, there 
is a. tendency to stock too heavtly on P.ctive parts., 
Each office has felt that it must be self sust.aininge Therefore, 
each office plB.nned to stock at least one of hundreds of items of pe.rts 
that are infrequently used., A proposal.::- 'l:'Jas recently made, 1-vhich is notr 
being studied_, under which all offices except the central office in '\flor-
cester l·rould stock only those parts 1-vhich they had had need for j.n the 
previous ninety days.. Active it,ems l'!ould alE;o be limited to three months 
ik- lu., 11 
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supply .. Inactive items vrould be sent to the ~~rorcester Storeroom, :cJhere 
they i·rould be considered as e.cti ve, if any office in the company ha.d 
occasj_on to use one tvithin a six month period., Items, 1v-hich vJere needed 
so infrequent,ly that no one in the entire ~1Torcester C01.mty B.rea had a 
need for them in six months, vJould be considered a::> inactive as far as 
the 1-'lorcester headquarters were concerned, so that v;rhen they had been 
used up they would not be reordered. Items, which had shown no movement 
in a years time, 1-muld be written off and put on disposal.. At present 
the company has ;;li22,000 .. 't-rorth of obsolete or semi-obsolete stock, a large 
proporti.on of uhich 1·rill have to be written off. The above procedure 
should prevent a repetition of this loss. 
IV. Consolidation of Apparatus Repair Parts 
Substation apparatus such as large transformers, oil circuit 
breakers, md regulators seldom fail. Hmvever, occasionally bushings ·may 
be damaged due t.o l:i.ghtning and some other parts may need to be replaced., 
These replacement parts are exceedingly costly and seldom used.,i~ There 
arc very few employees, ~r:rho hR.ve occasion to know this apparatus vJell 
enoush so that they can tell idthout reference to handbooks, vihich bush-
inf£8 go Hi.th which transformers or breakers., It is not unusual to find 
tucked away in the corner of a storeroom a bushing, vihich fits a trans-
former or br.eaker, ivhich i·ra.s disposed of .severed years ago.. It is even 
more disturbing to find that no spare bushing e::dsts for a given piece 
of major apparatus., The \nlorcester County Electric Company is listing all 
of its major items of apparatus in its various substations by mt1nufe.ctu.r-
er1s name, and nu.rnber, t;y--pe, size, volt,ag:e ra.ting, and so fortr.., shm-rlng 
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the number of un:i.ts of a given description and their location., They are 
also preparing inventories of all spare parts" \rfuen this date. is assem-
bled, the location and number of spere parts needed v.Jill be determined; 
inadequate supplies brought up to proper amounts; and overstocked pe.rts 
v.rorked dmm to proper levels or put on disposal., In this </iay a total 
valv.e of repe.ir pa.rts that is much less than the present value is expect-
ed to provide more adequate baclmp than is provided nov..r .. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
CQJ\JCLUSIONS 
In the course of making this study it was quite surprising to 
find that over a. period of years there 1-vas a definite trend of changes, 
i·rhich seemed to be shooting towa.rds· the ultimate mark of consolidation, 
just as truly as if tl:ley had been aimed for that mark, yet there j_s 
ample evi.dence that at the time some of these changes ~Jere conceived that 
goal was not yet in sight., This seems to substantiate two conclusions., 
The impending need for a major change in organization usually 
casts its shadow before it, and if management is alert, steps'will be 
taken before the approach of the retu;tl change itself, ~Jhich lead in the 
direction that the change should takee Therefore, when approaching a 
problem of reorganization or consolidation, top management would do well 
to carefully analyze what trends of changes have been in evidence during 
the inwediately precedj_ng period of months or years. 'rhese changes 111-:ill 
usu£-lly reflect the partial solution to problems. If the solution is 
complete, probably no further.change in organization is necessary .. If 
the solution is incomplete, this probably means change of organization 
should be tailored along those lines, -vtnich Nould permit the removal of 
certain barriers vJhich have been preventing the natural cha.nges of ex-
pediency from becoming fully effective,. 
The above conclusions should be true of normal business organi-
zation where the business is expandlng but stable. Obviously no such 
changes l-muld manifest themselves to point the v1ay for a reorganization 
which wmbrought about by a major change of endeavor of the business, such 
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es the ma.nufa.ctu:r:i.ng or merch!mdising of a net·r product or the change 
from t-rholesale to retail 2.cti vity .. 
The eecond conclusion is that if any misgivings existed a.s to 
the correctness of the solutions taken in this insta.nce, these misgivings 
should he e:.lle.yed by the fact that the companies of the former Central 
District had, before consolidation, already made several changes i·Th:tch 
fitted into an ultim&.te pa.ttern of consolidation .. 
It is also 1·rorth pointing out that in most instances concern-
ing personneJ, management chose to be very patient and allmv appreciable 
periods of tin1e to elapse in order to effect the various changes neces-
sa.ry to accomplish consolidationo In some instances they vJaited until 
people retired, and in other instances they tvaited for promotional op-
por1~unities to appear before they put into effect cha.nges l·.rhich lvould 
·• 
ad-versely affect certsdn supervisory employees., Although changes have 
not been thoroughly co111pleted, much of the 't,rork has been done, and there 
have been no instances of ap!)reciable friction or elienation of loyalty .. 
This is in sharp contrast ldth the furore created by the recent Lever 
Brothers ca.se c The ma.rked difference seems to be that in one ca.se the 
corporation 1,,ra.s treated as an inanimate object, a.nd in the other it ·Hets 
treated a.s a community of people., 
The separation of the gas properties from the combination com-
panies i'\Tas also carried out on an equitable, long term basiso The· divi-
sian of equipment, land, buildings, and personnel 1'1Ta.s ma.de ~Jith considera-
tion of the effect upon the future successful operation of both gas and 
electric facilities.. This method of meeting the problems, -v;rhich rise as 
a result of the cox1solidation, proves beneficial to the company's econom-
ic, ~Jhysical, and persoxmel strength .. 
As a publ:i.c u:~ility, vrhosc bt,sinecs is rnonopolistic a.nd long 
term in nc:tur.e, the comp<:.ny hPs more opport,u..ni ty to carry out a smooth 
enci enlightened transition than a: company under heavy competjtive pres-
sures !1oFever, the.nature of its ·business might also allmf it, to con-
solidate 1.-Jithout regard for persoD.nel, public relations, and the eventu-
al sale of the gas fe.c;_li ties e It thE-refore is gratifying that the part 
of the consolide.tion comple-~.eo or in the process of completion e.t this 
time has been so effectively carr:led our for the mutual benefit of em-
ployer, employee, and public., 
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